
The story behind 
the stories in our 
year-end issue
The Top 100 issue is a longstanding 

tradition here at Dental Products Report, 

and one we look forward to every year. 

DPR published its fi rst “Trends in 

Dentistry” issue in December 1984, and 

for almost as long, the magazine has 

used the December issue to showcase 

products that received the highest reader 

response throughout the year. But, we 

know that there’s more to dentistry than 

just products — which is why our Top 

100 issue includes a whole lot more. 

In addition to the products that stood 

out in 2017, our Top 100 includes 

the most-viewed dental, practice 

management, lab and hygiene articles; 

the most popular videos that captured 

your attention throughout the year; the 

top how-tos demonstrating products and 

techniques; as well as the most-read 

e-books and checklists. In addition, Dr. 

John Flucke, DPR’s chief dental editor 

and technology editor, shares his top test 

drives from the year and explains how and 

why those fi ve products won him over. 

So, why these 10 or those 5? ... See Top 

100, page 3

For more online content...
The cutting-edge product news, 

vital techniques and industry insight 

doesn’t stop here. Check out 

dentalproductsreport.com.
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CUTTING-EDGE INNOVATIONS TO IMPROVE DENTAL PRACTICE

The top 10 DPR.com articles 
What 2017 looked like online

Dr. Flucke’s top 5 test drives of 2017

                             MORE END OF YEAR LISTS

Top e-books, practice management 
articles, videos and more

[ TECHNIQUES ]

The top 5 most-viewed 
techniques of 2017

Looking at the clinical how-tos readers 

loved in the last 12 months.

[ TECHNOLOGY EVANGELIST ]

The top 5 test 
drives of 2017

Dr. Flucke breaks down his favorite 

products he tested this year.

[ MODERN HYGIENIST ]

The top 5 Modern 
Hygienist articles 
of 2017

What hygienists were reading in 2017.

THE BEST OF 2017: 

Top products, articles, webinars, 

videos, trends, techniques and more.
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YOUR LIFEBLOOD:

NEW PATIENTSDISC

Strategy to Add 10%-50% More New Patients to Your 

Practice With No Add’l Marketing Expense!

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

DISC DISC DISC

DISC DISC DISC

DISC DISC DISC

CREATE YOUR 

EXIT STRATEGY

MASTER CASE

PRESENTATION
THE TRUTH 

ABOUT MONEY

A VITAL VISION 

FOR YOUR 

PRACTICE

DOUBLE YOUR 

PRODUCTION

EFFECTIVE 

STAFF

INCENTIVES

BAD ECONOMY, 

THRIVING 

PRACTICE

CRUSH YOUR 

COMPETITION

10 WAYS TO 

INCREASE THE 

EFFECTIVENESS OF 

YOUR MARKETING

Learn how to create your 
exit strategy from dentistry 
that will allow you to live 
the lifestyle you want and 
be � nancially free when 
you retire!

Learn the secret to 
mastering the art of 
persuasion in dentistry so 
you can get every patient 
to say “YES” to what you 
know they need.

Get your Practice to 
produce more income 
than you ever thought 
possible and get out of 
debt sooner than you 
ever imagined!

Learn how to create a 
“vision” for your Practice 
that will make practicing 
more purposeful, 
pro� table, & fun!

Learn the 5 strategies you 
can start using tomorrow 
to double your production 
without doubling the time 
you spend seeing patients.

Learn how to create 
e� ective sta�  incentives 
that will signi� cantly 
increase their productivity 
and turn them into 
revenue producers.

Discover a strategy to 
ensure your Practice will 
not just survive, but thrive 
in spite of an uncertain & 
unstable economy.

Discover the 22 things a 
$12 Million Dental Practice 
is doing to win over 
patients for life & set their 
Practice apart from the 
competition.

Find out how to become 
a better marketer and get 
better results out of the 
marketing you do!

ONLY 197 FREE CD SETS
AVAILABLE NOW THRU JANUARY 15,  2018 ONLY!AVAVAIAILALABLBLE NOW THRU JANUAARYRY 1155,  2001818 OONLY!Y!

ONLY 197 FREE CD SETS

tear here and send in
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The story behind 
the stories in our 
year-end issue
The Top 100 issue is a longstanding 

tradition here at Dental Products Report, 

and one we look forward to every year. 

DPR published its fi rst “Trends in 

Dentistry” issue in December 1984, and 

for almost as long, the magazine has 

used the December issue to showcase 

products that received the highest reader 

response throughout the year. But, we 

know that there’s more to dentistry than 

just products — which is why our Top 

100 issue includes a whole lot more. 

In addition to the products that stood 

out in 2017, our Top 100 includes 

the most-viewed dental, practice 

management, lab and hygiene articles; 

the most popular videos that captured 

your attention throughout the year; the 

top how-tos demonstrating products and 

techniques; as well as the most-read 

e-books and checklists. In addition, Dr. 

John Flucke, DPR’s chief dental editor 

and technology editor, shares his top test 

drives from the year and explains how and 

why those fi ve products won him over. 

So, why these 10 or those 5? ... See Top 

100, page 3

For more online content...
The cutting-edge product news, 

vital techniques and industry insight 

doesn’t stop here. Check out 

dentalproductsreport.com.
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CUTTING-EDGE INNOVATIONS TO IMPROVE DENTAL PRACTICE

The top 10 DPR.com articles 
What 2017 looked like online

Dr. Flucke’s top 5 test drives of 2017

                             MORE END OF YEAR LISTS

Top e-books, practice management 
articles, videos and more

[ TECHNIQUES ]

The top 5 most-viewed 
techniques of 2017

Looking at the clinical how-tos readers 

loved in the last 12 months.

[ TECHNOLOGY EVANGELIST ]

The top 5 test 
drives of 2017

Dr. Flucke breaks down his favorite 

products he tested this year.

[ MODERN HYGIENIST ]

The top 5 Modern 
Hygienist articles 
of 2017

What hygienists were reading in 2017.

THE BEST OF 2017: 

Top products, articles, webinars, 

videos, trends, techniques and more.
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1-800-372-4346
www.henryscheindental.com

Need Your 
Handpiece 

Repaired? 
Our new ProRepair Web Portal 

is designed to make submitting 

and managing handpiece 

and small equipment repairs 

an automated and easy process.

 Submit repairs online

  Diagnose the problem and 

understand repair options  

and pricing immediately 

with no need for estimates

 Maintain your handpiece 

inventory, warranty status 

and repair history

www.prorepaironline.com

or call Henry Schein ProRepair at: 

1-800-367-3674  (8am–7pm ET)

We carry the largest selection of handpieces and small equipment in the 

dental supply industry. Our oferings include all of the top manufacturers and our  

very own “Satisfaction Guaranteed” Henry Schein Brand. We can even handle 

all of your repair needs. Keep your practice humming and your patients smiling!

© 2017 Henry Schein, Inc. No copying without permission. Not responsible for typographical errors. 17DM3390

To view our Small Equipment and 

Handpiece Flyer with special 

discounts and ofers visit: 

www.henryscheindental.com/smallequipment 
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October 9 – December 29, 2017

 Last Chance to Take 

Advantage of These 

Special Ofers!

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 01
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How do we end up with the TOP 100?QUICK INTRO

O�THE DPR EDITORIAL TEAM

ABOUT THE TOP 100 ISSUE
Continued from cover  ... While 

criteria for each list differed, this 

compilation represents feedback 

from you, our readers and users, the 

insight of our editorial team, and 

conversations with key opinion leaders 

and our editorial board. Any list that 

includes the phrase “most viewed” or 

“most popular” is based on reader 

interest as measured through traffi c 

at dentalproductsreport.com and 

moderndentalnetwork.com. It’s 

important to note that the recognition 

of these products and articles isn’t an 

unqualifi ed endorsement by DPR, and 

we don’t present it as a completely 

comprehensive review of products in 

the industry.  

And while the list shows which 

particular articles were the most 

popular, we also wanted to feature 

what types of features were the most-

consumed this year. We monitored 

our reader interest in various features 

in two main ways: First, we track the 

performance of articles on the web — 

what is being viewed, liked, commented 

on and shared. Second, we invest in a 

readership study conducted by a third-

party vendor that asks subscribers 

what they prioritize and value in DPR’s 

content mix. The amazing thing is, no 

matter how we asked or who we asked, 

our techniques, case studies and how-to 

pieces continue to be among the top-

requested, best-read and most-valued 

articles. Knowing that, we pulled out the 

Top 5 how-to pieces from 2017, which 

include restorative dentistry techniques, 

helpful how-tos and other step-by-steps 

showcasing how new technologies are 

used in dentistry every day.

Agree or disagree? 
Our online promotion of the different 

lists will be not just a platform for 

sharing the news, but we hope a 

platform for conversation on what 

belongs on each list. What product 

should have been an editor’s choice? 

What how-to from this year did 

should have been recognized? We 

want to know what you think. Your 

feedback is the lifeblood of what we 

do — not just in this special issue, 

but year-round. We’re proud of what 

we’ve put together for you this month, 

and we look forward to the debates 

over who and what should have been 

on the list(s). Don’t be shy; chime in!

BEFORE AFTER

www.enzymeindustries.com • (888) 236-9963
sani-soakultra

Anti-Corrosive  
Enzymatic Cleaner

"I was so delighted to see the amazing results of Sani-
Soak Ultra on our high quality Hu-Friedy instruments 
that we invested in more than 10 years ago. We take 
great pride in our work and this includes having 
instruments that are absolutely beautiful. Sani-Soak 
Ultra is not only cost effective, but has our instruments 
looking brand new again. It is the best that I have ever 
seen and used."    - Charlene Castro, D.D.S. • Cerritos, CA

SEE WHAT YOUR COLLEAGUES ARE SAYING ABOUT SANI-SOAK ULTRA!

Tired of Stained Uniforms?

www.enzymeindustries.com (888) 236-9963

Removes Organic 
Stains and Odors!

Blood Buster 
removes blood, 
saliva, vomit, 
wine, coffee 
and other 
people and pet 
accidents from 
clothing, 
carpet and 
upholstery.

BLOOD
BUSTER

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 2

http://www.enzymeindustries.com
http://www.enzymeindustries.com
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://enzymeindustries.com/products/blood-buster/
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HOW-TOS/RESOURCES

HYGIENE ARTICLES

 34 Top 5 Most-Viewed Hygiene Articles
See the ⇒ ve articles that generated the most 

views in the past year at modernhygienist.com.

PRACTICE MANAGEMENT ARTICLES

 36 Top 5 Most-Viewed Dental 
Practice Management Articles
These practice management articles saw 

the most traf⇒ c on practicemanagement.

dentalproductsreport.com.

DIGITAL ESTHETICS  ARTICLES

 38 Top 5 Most-Viewed Digital 
Esthetics Articles
The ⇒ ve lab articles that drew the most 

reader attention on digital-esthetics.com.

EDITOR’S CHOICE PRODUCTS

 9 Top 50 Editor’s Choice Products
A look at the Top 50 new products featured in 

Dental Products Report in 2017, including those 

featured on the covers of DPR throughout the year.

TOP TEST DRIVES

 28 Top 5 Test Drives of 2017 | DPR Chief 

Dental Editor and Technology Editor Dr. John 

Flucke is lucky enough to try numerous products 

in his operatories. Here are ⇒ ve that he put to 

work in 2017 that made a lasting impression on 

him and have the potential to help just about 

any practice: Garrison FitStrips, MouthWatch 

and TeleDent, Ultradent Mosaic Composite, 

Rhondium OVC and the Bien-Air Tornado line.

MOST-VIEWED HOW-TOS

 40 Top 5 Most-Viewed How-To 
Techniques | The top techniques of the 

year include procedures on pulp capping, 

interproximal reduction, placing cemented 

implant crowns and porcelain veneers, and using 

diamond instruments for rapid tooth reduction.

E-BOOKS

 42 Top 5 E-Books | Check out these top 

e-books of 2017 on digital implantology, pulp 

cap breakthroughs, 3D-printing work⇓ ows, 

digital intraoral scanning and cements. 

VIDEOS

 46 Top 5 Videos | These videos 

generated the most views in the past 

year at dentalproductsreport.com.

9 30 40

The top products that impressed in 2017 The content that made the biggest 
impression on our readers

The most-viewed techniques, 
checklists, multimedia and more

This content stole our readers’ attention 
this year.

Take a peek at the 10 web articles that generated the most 

views in the past year on dentalproductsreport.com.

THE TOP 10 MOST-VIEWED 
ARTICLES OF 2017[30]
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TreatmentsAnestheticsDiagnosis PolishingScalingSet up

Dentsply Sirona Preventive offers a full range of solutions & support throughout the entire preventive procedure.

1 Croft L. Int J Periodontics Restorative Dent. 2003. 2 Compared to other Cavitron models.

© 2017 Dentsply Sirona Preventive  COM27-0617-1

Learn more at dentsplysirona.com/preventive/scaling

Cavitron Touch®

Ultrasonic Scaling System

Cavitron®  

Ultrasonic Inserts

patient comfort 
during scaling.

Preventive is ...

Patients experience less pressure and greater comfort during ultrasonic scaling procedures compared to hand scaling.1 

And for ultrasonic scaling, the Cavitron family of ultrasonic scaling systems and inserts offers solutions to ensure the best 

and most comfortable patient experience possible.

Our most efficient system ever. 

Runs so efficiently that it produces 

less heat, requiring less water for 

better patient comfort.2

Selecting the proper insert 

can help improve patient 

comfort and efficiency of 

your practice.

For heavy calculus

Powerline®

Thinsert®

Slimline®

For moderate calculus

For biofilm and light calculus

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 03

https://corporate.dentsplysirona.com/en.html
https://www.dentsplysirona.com/en-us/products/preventive/ultrasonic-scaling.html
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Executive Vice President Georgiann DeCenzo

Vice President, Content & Strategy Sara Michael 

Vice President, Medical &

Dental Business Solutions Eric Temple-Morris

Editorial Director Laura Dorr

Editor at Large Thais Carter

Associate Edi tors Kristen Mott, Nicholas Hamm

Digital Projects Manager Endrit Kosta

Chief Dental Editor & Technology Editor Dr. John Flucke

Art Directors Kristen Morabito, Steph Johnson-Bentz 

Graphic Designer Ramprabhu Vasudevan

Production Director Jesse Singer

Audience Development Manager Molly Tomfohrde,

218-740-6374 

List Sales Renée Schuster  

Permissions/Licensing Maureen Cannon, 440-891-2742

ADVERTISING SALES

Associate Publisher & East Coast Derek R. Hamilton,

610-449-1056, Fax: 610-449-1056,

derek.hamilton@ubm.com

Midwest Keith Easty, 218-740-6511

Fax: 218-740-6433, keith.easty@ubm.com
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DPR’s Reader Service Card 
As the go-to product resource for the dental industry, 
the team at Dental Products Report wants to make it 
as easy as possible for you to get the information you 
need about new products. In each issue you’ll fi nd the 
free reader service card with numbers that correspond 
to advertisements. Throughout the issue, you’ll also 
fi nd numbers with each of the products that appear as 
editorial in every issue of DPR.

We want to make it easy for you to get what you’re 
looking for—on your terms. You can fi ll out the product 
card to receive information on specifi c dental products, 
and you can also visit dentalproductsreport.com or the 
manufacturers’ websites for additional information. 

DR. LEAH CAPOZZI

Dr. Capozzi graduated from the University 

at Buffalo School of Dental Medicine in 

2009. After completing an Advanced 

Education in General Dentistry at the 

University of Buffalo, Dr. Capozzi set 

up private practice in Colorado. Profi cient in CEREC 

dentistry and Invisalign, she teaches CEREC dentistry 

to dental students with igniteDDS. Dr. Capozzi is a 

member of the American Academy of Dental Sleep 

Medicine and currently practices in Buffalo, New York.

DR. JOHN FLUCKE

John Flucke, DDS, is Chief Dental Editor 

and Technology Editor for Dental Products 

Report and dentistry’s “Technology 

Evangelist.” He practices in Lee’s 

Summit, Missouri, and has followed his 

passions for both dentistry and technology to become 

a respected speaker and clinical tester of the latest in 

dental technology, with a focus on things that provide 

better care and better experiences for patients. He 

blogs about technology and life at blog.denticle.com.

DR. TARA GRIFFIN, DMD

Dr. Tara Griffi n is a 1994 graduate of 

Milliken University and received her 

Doctor of Dental Medicine degree from 

the University of Kentucky College of 

Dentistry. She completed her general 

practice residency at the Hampton Veterans Affairs 

Medical Center, and maintained a private group practice 

in Illinois for several years, with a focus on comprehensive 

restorative dentistry and treatment of TMJ disorders and 

sleep apnea. Dr. Griffi n currently practices in Florida.

DR. EMILY HOBART

Dr. Emily Hobart graduated from 

Midwestern University in Glendale, 

Arizona in 2015. During her time in dental 

school she was very involved with the 

American Student Dental Association 

(ASDA), serving as the chapter president for two years 

and District 10 trustee for one year. A native of Ontario, 

Canada, Dr. Hobart grew up in the Phoenix area. She 

currently practices in Columbia, South Carolina.

DR. ERINNE KENNEDY

Dr. Erinne  Kennedy completed her 

undergraduate studies at The Ohio State 

University before earning her degree 

from Nova Southeastern University 

College of Dental Medicine in 2015. 

She subsequently completed a one-year residency 

at the VA Hospital in Baltimore, Maryland. During 

dental school, she was involved with the American 

Student Dental Association (ASDA), serving as local 

vice president and national contributing editor.

DR. KRISTOPHER MENDOZA, DDS

Dr. Kristopher Mendoza attended 

undergrad at the University of the Pacifi c, 

before graduating from the UCLA School 

of Dentistry in 2015. He is currently 

completing a dental anesthesiology 

residency at UCLA. A member of the American 

Student Dental Association, Dr. Mendoza served as the 

national president of the organization in 2014/15, and 

was the offi cial spokesperson of the organization.

DR. DAVID RICE, DDS

Dr. David Rice is the founder of igniteDDS, 

the nation’s largest student and new 

dentist community. Dr. Rice travels the 

world speaking, writing and connecting 

today’s top young dentists with successful 

dental practices. He maintains a restorative and implant 

practice in East Amherst, New York. Dr. Rice received 

his DDS degree from the State University of New York 

at Buffalo in 1994, and completed his residency at the 

Allegheny General Hospital in Pittsburgh in 1995.

DR. JASON WATTS

Dr. Jason Watts is a graduate of Florida 

State University, and received his Doctor 

of Dental Medicine degree in May 2015 

from Nova Southeastern University 

College of Dental Medicine. Dr. Watts is 

a contributing editor to igniteDDS, and the lead author 

for the Wisdom Tooth Blog (MedproDentalBlog.com). He 

is a dental consultant for Medpro Dental Malpractice 

and has a private practice in Cape Coral, Florida.

EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD

24950 Country Club Blvd., Suite 200 

North Olmsted, Ohio 44070

440-891-2609 | laura.dorr@ubm.com 

d e n t a l p r o d u c t s r e p o r t .c o m

[ Our Mission Statement ]

Dental Products Report—known for its trusted new 

product information—delivers a sharp focus on high-

tech innovations and their implementation as well 

as how cutting-edge technologies are transforming 

practices. DPR helps dentists future-proof their 

practices and position themselves to deliver the 

best dentistry possible to benefi t both their patients 

and their practices. We are committed to delivering 

unbiased, quality content.  

DR. AMISHA SINGH 

Dr. Amisha Singh is a Denver native and 

loves living in Colorado. While in dental school, 

she was the founder of the fi rst diversity 

oriented, nationally based organization at 

the school and she currently serves the 

University of Colorado Department of Diversity and Inclusion 

as an alumni contributor. She is a member of the ADA, CDA 

and MSCD and serves on the CDA New Dentist Committee 

as Social Chair. She is also a blogger/writer, speaker and is 

the AVID Healthcare Liaison for Denver Public Schools.
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Advance Beyond  
Your Typical Zirconia
If you’re not getting the highest possible strength and esthetics 

from your current restorations, it’s time you tried our newest 

full-contour zirconia formulation – Advanced Z16™ , exclusively 

from Burdette. Deliver a crown that makes no compromises 

for appearance or structural integrity and provides the most 

accurate shade consistency available today.

Burdette Dental Lab • 131 Lyon LN • Birmingham, AL 35211• 800-624-5301 • www.burdettedental.com

Exclusively from Burdette 

Preshaded for consistency throughout 

1200 MPa flexural strength

Matched to all 16 Vita® classical shades

High translucency

800-624-5301  
www.burdettedental.com

info@burdettedental.com

Ready To Try Advanced Z16? 

Call us or go online to print a free FedEx shipping label 

or schedule a local pick up. 

* Up to three units for your first case. Use 

promo code ADV_79 to redeem. Regular 

Price $109. Offer expires 1/31/18  

Send Your Case!

Only
$79

Per Unit*

Proud Member of:

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 76

http://www.burdettedental.com
mailto:info@burdettedental.com
http://www.burdettedental.com
http://www.burdettedental.com
http://terecna.com/
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EVERY YEAR, THE DENTAL INDUSTRY IS PRESENTED with a slew of products that make promises to revo-

lutionize and transform the way dentistry is practiced. Some of the claims end up being a bit of a stretch 

— perhaps a product is good or an iterative update to a useful product, but it might not be something that 

makes people wonder, “Why didn’t I think of that?”

And then, on the other hand, there are a class of products that stand apart. The ones that truly do shape 

and transform the dental industry in such ways that bottom lines are improved, that jobs are made more 

eff cient and, of course, that patients are better cared for. Those are the type of products we’ve picked for 

our top 50 editor’s choice products of 2017. These products blew us away throughout the year, and we’re 

proud to bring you this roundup of the solutions pushing dentistry forward.

The editors of DPR pick 

the products that moved 

the needle this year. 

[ compiled by the DPR editorial team ]

This year, the editors of DPR put their heads together and came 
up with this list of 50 products that blew them away. Don’t miss 
any product launches — for all the latest product news, visit 
 dentalproductsreport.com . 

PRODUCTS50TOP 50

EDITOR’S CHOICE

ES991594_dpr1217_009.pgs  11.22.2017  23:10    ADV  blackyellowmagentacyan

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/


CS Solutions for Implants
CS Solutions for Implants is a digital integrated implant 

solution that’s said to support more confi dent diagno-

ses, improved treatment planning, better patient/referral 

communication and greater confi dence when placing 

implants. Prosthetically-driven implant planning starts 

by combining the data sets from a digital impression 

taken by an intraoral scanner and a CBCT scan. The 

two scans are reportedly automatically aligned in CS 3D 

Imaging software to create a virtual set-up. A new plan-

ning module of CS 3D Imaging allows doctors to virtually 

plan the crown and implant on the same screen.

Carestream Dental

800-944-6365  |  carestreamdental.com 

CIRCLE RS #8

Thermo Clone® 
Thermo Clone® VPS impression material is described as 

a premium product, specially engineered to be reliable 

and consistent. To the dental professional taking an 

impression while trying to minimize patient discomfort, 

bubblegum-scented Thermo Clone is the brand of vinyl 

polysiloxane impression material that reportedly makes 

impression-taking easier because of its consistent 

setting times, thermal set curing that activates when 

placed in the patient’s mouth and optimally effective 

techniques to get the right impression the fi rst time.

Ultradent Products, Inc. 

800-552-5512  |  ultradent.com

CIRCLE RS #9

TempCanal™ Enhanced 
Pulpdent’s newest calcium hydroxide product, TempCanal 

Enhanced, features pH > 12 and disinfects canals and 

prevents fl are-ups, making it ideal for routine use between 

visits and for extended treatment of complicated cases. 

The easy-to-use material is said to fl ow easily through 

27-gauge x 25 mm, 2-side-vent, endo irrigation needles. 

The non-setting, non-drying formula will reportedly not clog 

the needle, and it’s easily removed with fi le and irrigation. 

TempCanal Enhanced is packaged in standard 1.2 mL and 

3 mL luer lock syringes for convenient one-hand operation. 

Pulpdent Corp.

617-926-6666  |  pulpdent.com

CIRCLE RS #10

Nupro Freedom™ Cordless 

Prophy System 
The Nupro Freedom™ Cordless Prophy System with 

SmartMode™ Technology reportedly provides clinicians 

with an innovative method of controlling the speed and 

power of the prophy cup while freeing clinicians from cords 

and foot pedals. It is said to provide 25-percent more 

speed and power than the previous generation Freedom 

handpiece. The package includes a cordless handpiece, 

three autoclavable outer sheaths, Disposa-Shield® dispos-

able polyethylene barriers and disposable prophy angles.

Dentsply Sirona Preventative

800-877-0020  |  dentsplysirona.com 

CIRCLE RS #11

Harmonize™ universal composite
Harmonize™ is described as a next-generation compos-

ite infused with Adaptive Response Technology (ART). 

ART is a nanoparticle fi ller network formulated to help 

you achieve lifelike restorations with more ease and sim-

plicity. With better blending capabilities and enhanced 

structural integrity, the ART of Harmonize is said to 

provide your restorations with exceptional strength 

and esthetics. The ART fi ller system in Harmonize also 

diffuses and refl ects light in a similar way as human 

enamel for an enhanced chameleon effect.

Kerr Corp.

800-KERR-123  |  kerrharmonize.com

CIRCLE RS #6

Epic Pro™ diode laser
The Epic Pro, which reportedly offers the most laser 

power of any diode laser in dentistry, is the fi rst product 

to be introduced resulting from BIOLASE’s strategic 

development agreement with IPG Photonics. Epic Pro is 

said to feature several new innovations that are industry-

fi rsts: A new super pulse technology for more precise, 

enhanced laser tissue cutting; real-time automatic 

power control to enhance speed and consistency when 

performing surgery; and pre-initiated, bendable, dispos-

able tips with new smart tip technology to ensure tip 

performance and quality.

Biolase

888-424-6527  |  biolase.com

CIRCLE RS #7

TOP 50 EDITOR’S CHOICE
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E N V I S I O N  A  F U T U R E  O F  F R E E D O M

V - S E R I E S

Schedule an i-CAT demo and receive a one-hour 1 on 1 

“Reviewing Anatomy & Pathology” online educational  

consultation with Dr. Bruce Howerton Jr., DDS, MS.  

A $500 value.

VISIT info.i-CAT.com/IC002648

EDUCATIONAL  

COURSE ONLINE

o
n

O

N
E HOUR

i-CAT.com  |  800-205-3570

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 56

https://www.i-cat.com/
https://www.i-cat.com/
https://www.i-cat.com/


EDUCATIONAL  

COURSE ONLINE
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Schedule an i-CAT demo and receive a one-hour 1 on 1  

“Reviewing Anatomy & Pathology” online educational  

consultation with Dr. Bruce Howerton Jr., DDS, MS. A $500 value.

Name            

Practice Name

Address

City, State, Zip

Email                   

Phone    Specialty

The one hour 1:1 Anatomy and Pathology Course code will be presented upon completion of an i-CAT FLX Demonstration in the presence  

of a i-CAT Sales Representative. At that time, the i-CAT Sales Representative will provide the practice with a special online code to schedule 

his/her course with Dr. Bruce Howerton for the DDS. This o�er expires on December 31, 2017                                                                     KK00145

 I’d like to schedule a demo and receive a 1:1 online consultaton with Dr. Howerton  

 Please send me more information on the i-CAT FLX V-Series

ES991130_DPR1217_BRC1_FP.pgs  11.22.2017  02:42    ADV  blackyellowmagentacyanFoldPerforation

https://www.i-cat.com/


BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST-CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 7800 ALPHARETTA, GA

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

DPR 6.17 IC002264

i-CAT

4425 ALEXANDER DR STE 100

ALPHARETTA GA 30022-9860

ES991131_DPR1217_BRC2_FP.pgs  11.22.2017  02:41    ADV  blackFoldPerforation
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IonoStar® Plus
IonoStar® Plus is a new glass ionomer restorative that 

offers a fast set, immediate packability, non-stick han-

dling and enhanced physical properties. It comes in an 

easy-to-use direct activation application capsule that fi ts 

virtually all branded glass ionomer applicators. IonoStar 

Plus has an abbreviated working time of two minutes. 

In addition, it is radiopaque, fl uorescent, has a high 

continuous fl uoride release and does not require the use 

of a dentin conditioner.

VOCO America

888-658-2584  |  vocoamerica.com

CIRCLE RS #14

ALPEN ShapeGuard
ALPEN ShapeGuard is a new line of diamond impreg-

nated polishers that are said to be strong in polishing 

and gentle on surfaces. ShapeGuard’s new spiral wheel 

design offers fl exible lamellas for use with universal 

composite and ceramic restorative materials. The pol-

ishers are designed for polishing incisal, labial, buccal 

and lingual surfaces. ShapeGuard Composite Plus is 

reportedly a simple two-step system, while ShapeGuard 

Ceramic Plus is a three-step system. Both Composite 

Plus and Ceramic Plus polishers are autoclavable. 

COLTENE

330-916-8800  |  coltene.com

CIRCLE RS #15

Planmeca PlanMill® 40 S
Planmeca PlanMill® 40 S is Planmeca’s brand-new unit 

for fast and accurate milling directly at a dental clinic. It 

reportedly offers fast milling speeds (80,000 rpm and only 

eight to 10 minutes per restoration); an expanded range of 

applications, including abutments, crowns, inlays, onlays, 

veneers and bridges; an automated tool charger for 10 

tools; guided maintenance; and smart tool paths that are 

optimized to suit material characteristics. 

Planmeca

630-529-2300  |  planmeca.com  

CIRCLE RS #12

Dentrix® practice management 

software expanded integration
Henry Schein, Inc. announced three new partners that 

became members of the Dentrix Developer Program 

by integrating their digital impression scanners with 

Henry Schein Dentrix practice management software 

via the Digital Dental Exchange (DDX™) OS. Planmeca 

PlanScan Scanner®, 3Shape TRIOS® intraoral scanner 

and 3M™ True Defi nition Scanner now have the ability 

to place a record of their intraoral scans into patients’ 

charts in the Dentrix® practice management system.

Henry Schein, Inc.

800-372-4346  |  henryschein.com  

CIRCLE RS #13

Lava Esthetic zirconia
Lava Esthetic zirconia is engineered to deliver optimized 

translucency for esthetic full-contour crowns and three-

unit bridges at a high strength of 800 MPa. A four-shad-

ing element formulation makes it the fi rst pre-shaded 

zirconia to offer inherent fl uorescence for all shades as 

well as a true color match with VITA® Classic shades. 

The high strength of Lava Esthetic zirconia allows for 

conventional, self-adhesive or adhesive cementation. 

The material is available in a 98-mm disc with step 

format in 14 mm, 18 mm and 22 mm heights. 

3M

800-364-3577  |  3M.com

CIRCLE RS #16

Endovac Pure™

Endovac™ Pure is an irrigation system that reportedly 

combines a portable base unit with a sterile packed car-

tridge and an ergonomically designed, single handheld 

controller for ease of use. It is said to be the only system 

of its kind to leverage the apical negative pressure tech-

nique. With the single handheld controller, dentists are 

said to be able to achieve complete three-dimensional 

and apical cleaning of a root canal. 

Kerr Endontics

800-KERR-123  |  kerrdental.com

CIRCLE RS #17

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
https://www.henryschein.com/us-en/zahn/Default.aspx?did=zahn
http://www.voco.com/us/home/index.html
http://www.planmeca.com/na
https://ap.coltene.com/
https://www.3m.com/
https://www.kerrdental.com/


Elsie: 16

Icon: 4 yrs ago

Dan: 7

Icon: 1 yr ago

Elizabeth: 18

Icon: 6 yrs ago

Rodney: 13

Icon: 3 yrs ago

Photo features actual Icon patients. 

As one of the first practices in the US to offer Icon®, 

a resin infiltrant, Affiliated Pediatric Dentistry & 

Orthodontics started tracking every patient and surface 

they treated. After three years, they presented their 

findings* at the American Association of Pediatric Dentistry 

Annual Session and within the September, 2015 issue of 

Dental Products Report. The study showed an astounding 

98% success rate of arresting interproximal enamel lesions 

in permanent teeth. Used to treat post-ortho and other 

cariogenic white spots as well, Icon offers an esthetic 

alternative to surgical intervention, stopping the 

progression of early carious lesions without drilling, 

anesthetics or unnecessary 

loss of healthy tooth 

structure. Resin infiltration 

is now recognized under the 

CDT code D2990. Get great 

results and grateful patients 

with the revolutionary Icon 

resin infiltrant.

Affiliated Pediatric
Dentistry & Orthodontics

in Scottsdale, AZ.

Icon® Delivers Great Results 
and Grateful Patients 

Start arresting early caries today at drilling-no-thanks.com. 

Icon Proximal: 
fast treatment of 
proximal caries. 

Icon Smooth Surface: 
fast removal of white spots. 

* Neither Affiliated Pediatric Dentistry & Orthodontics or any of their 
 employees were compensated for the study. 

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 57

http://drilling-no-thanks.com/worldwide/
http://www.dmg-america.com/
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Resurge® Ultrasonic Cleaner
The Resurge® Ultrasonic Cleaner is available in two 

sizes, 0.8 gallon and 2.0 gallon, for offi ces seeking either 

high- or low-capacity cleaning requirements. Combined 

with the Resurge® Instrument Cleaning Solution, these 

ultrasonic cleaners reportedly offer superior cleaning and 

ease of use. Both units are said to feature a low-profi le 

design, making it easy to insert and remove instruments, 

while a touchscreen can help simplify setup and opera-

tion.  Additional features include a universal rack for cas-

settes and a stainless steel basket for instruments.

Dentsply Sirona

800-989-8825  |  dentsply.com/resurgeultrasonic

CIRCLE RS #18

TempoCem ID 
TempoCem ID is an esthetically-oriented temporary 

cement. The innovative formulation of the product 

is designed to allow the clinician to detect excess 

cement — even below the gum line — that can often be 

removed in one piece. Engineered for optimal transpar-

ency, TempoCem ID’s color-neutral formulation report-

edly never impacts the shape of the provisional, making 

it an ideal choice for posterior and anterior restorations 

alike. Available in a handheld syringe, TempoCem ID is 

designed to fl ow and mix easily, seal tightly for long-term 

temporization and not stick to instruments.

DMG America

800-662-6383  |  dmg-america.com

CIRCLE RS #21

OptiDam™

OptiDam is a three-dimensional, low radiopacity rubber 

dam designed for stress-free positioning and patient 

comfort. Its 3D design is engineered to offer dentists 

optimal visibility and accessibility to the treatment area, 

leading to greater success in procedures. The rubber 

dam also is designed to be practical since there’s no 

need to remove it during X-rays. Its anatomical shape 

reportedly reduces tensioning, which means dentists 

don’t need to worry about the dam snapping out of 

place.  

Kerr Endodontics

800-537-7123  |  kerrdental.com 

CIRCLE RS #22

CS 8100 3D system
The CS 8100 3D system is now available with a cepha-

lometric imaging option in addition to several new 3D 

applications. Featuring multi-functional, four-in-one 

imaging capabilities, the system reportedly enhances 

doctors’ diagnoses with high-quality images. It is said to 

feature the fastest scanning time of any scanning cepha-

lometric unit on the market — as little as three seconds. 

The system includes exclusive Carestream Dental imag-

ing software that’s engineered to recognize anatomical 

structures and trace them automatically. 

Carestream Dental

800-944-6365  |  carestreamdental.com 

CIRCLE RS #23

3M™ Filtek™ One Bulk 

Fill Restorative
Designed for the posterior, the optical properties and 

improved opacity of the 3M™ Filtek™ One Bulk Fill 

Restorative reportedly enable the simplicity of one-

step bulk placement — up to 5 mm — with improved 

esthetics. With 3M’s Smart Contrast Ratio Management 

technology, Filtek One Bulk Fill Restorative features 

increased opacity without reducing depth of cure. 

Available in fi ve shades, there is reportedly no need for 

layering or expensive dispensing devices. 

3M Oral Care

888-364-3577  |  3m.com

CIRCLE RS #19

X-Mind® Trium
The X-Mind® Trium 3D CBCT device is designed to 

facilitate osseointegration with reportedly instant volume 

measurement and bone density assessment. It is engi-

neered to provide exceptional image quality with 75 μm 

voxel resolution for a variety of applications. ACTEON 

Imaging Suite can assess the volume and bone density 

for reportedly improved bone grafting procedures and 

implant placement while all scans are produced in STL 

format for export into surgical guide design software.

ACTEON North America

800-289-6367  |  acteongroup.com

CIRCLE RS #20

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
https://www.3m.com/
https://www.acteongroup.com/en/
https://www.kerrdental.com/
http://carestreamdental.com/us/en
http://www.dmg-america.com/
https://www.dentsplysirona.com/en-us/products/preventive/infection-control/resurge-ultrasonic.html


REGISTER NOW!
FOR THE 2018 CHICAGO DENTAL SOCIETY MIDWINTER MEETING

FEBRUARY 22 – 24, 2018

ACT TODAY TO GET THE COURSES YOU WANT. GO TO ON.CDS.ORG/DPR18

BRING THE WHOLE TEAM!
Join us in the world-class city of Chicago FEBRUARY 22 – 24, 2018, for the 153rd Midwinter Meeting.

Learn from the leaders in dental education. Choose from more than 200 courses, including valuable hands-on learning activities, 

Live Patient Demonstrations, and a special all-day track on Dental Assisting. Then be sure to visit our Exhibit Hall, where more than

600 exhibiting companies will be here to show off their latest products and services. 

We’ve made it easier to bring your whole office, too.

With our 3=1 Free incentive, for every three paying registrants, you can register a fourth for free. 

Take advantage of our special offer for Non-ADA Member Dentists.

CDS members can register a non-ADA member dentist while they register themselves, and the non-ADA member dentist 

registration fee will be waived. Restrictions apply. 

ARE YOU AN ADA MEMBER? Join CDS as an Associate Member for only $125 and

register for the 2018 Midwinter Meeting for FREE. LEARN MORE AT ON.CDS.ORG/DPR18.

CHICAGO DENTAL SOCIETY THE RESPECTED LEADER IN SCIENTIFIC DENTAL MEETINGSSM

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 58

http://www.cds.org/meetings-events/midwinter-meeting
http://www.cds.org/meetings-events/midwinter-meeting
http://www.cds.org/meetings-events/midwinter-meeting
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AXESS™ Mask 
The AXESS Mask is a single-use, lightweight and low 

profi le nasal mask that is said to contour to form fi t com-

fortably over the patient’s nose. The sedation system is 

reportedly constructed of slender, lightweight tubing to 

reduce drag that can lead to mask displacement. The 

mask and circuit combined are engineered to provide 

patients with a comfortable experience while offering cli-

nicians easy and unobstructed access to the oral cavity. 

Crosstex

631-582-6777  |  crosstex.com 

CIRCLE RS #28

iCoreExchange
iCoreExchange is a cloud-based messaging platform 

said to have unparalleled security and intuitive practice 

productivity features. It was reportedly developed with 

input from more than 2,000 dental professionals. The 

platform is engineered to have no fi le size restrictions, 

making it easy to share or transfer fi les, lab reports and 

X-rays. iCoreExchange is designed to meet or exceed 

all fi ve legally required technical safeguards for HIPAA-

compliant transmission of electronic protected health 

information. 

iMedicor

888-810-7706  |  imedicor.com  

CIRCLE RS #26

Trefoil concept
The Trefoil concept reportedly offers the possibility of 

same-day rehabilitation of the edentulous mandible or a 

failing dentition in the lower jaw with a defi nitive implant-

supported prosthesis. The use of an innovative com-

pensation mechanism incorporated into a prefabricated 

framework — which allows adjustment to a precision fi t 

on three implants — is said to make the Trefoil concept 

unique. The Trefoil concept is slated to be available in the 

U.S. in 2018. 

Nobel Biocare

800-322-5001  |  nobelbiocare.com 

CIRCLE RS #27

ImplantPro® Titanium Probes
ImplantPro Titanium Probes are said to be a reliable 

alternative to plastic probes and ideal for use on both 

implants and natural dentition. Engineered with an 

innovative design and superior ergonomics, the probes 

reportedly feature precise, black color markings on a 

smooth surface for a more gentle diagnostic evaluation 

and improved patient comfort.  

Brasseler USA

800-841-4522  |  brasselerusa.com

CIRCLE RS #29

XP-3D™ Shaper
The XP-3D™ Shaper is designed to address the short-

comings of traditional NiTi instrumentation. It features 

Brasseler USA’s exclusive MaxWire® Technology that 

reportedly allows the instrument to expand and become 

more robust when exposed to body temperature. Once 

an adequate glide path is established, the XP-3D Shaper 

is engineered to be able to clean the entire canal without 

the need for multiple fi les. It also features a small fl exible 

core that’s designed to be resistant to cyclic fatigue.

Brasseler USA 

800-841-4522  |  brasselerusa.com

CIRCLE RS #24

TRIOS 3 Wireless
Based on 3Shape’s award-winning TRIOS intraoral 

scanner, the TRIOS 3 Wireless is designed to connect 

via Wi-Fi to laptops and the TRIOS cart, eliminating 

the need for a connecting cable between the intraoral 

scanner wand and computer. The scanner is designed 

with an easy battery exchange for nonstop scanning, 

and includes three long-lasting rechargeable batteries 

with the digital color impression solution. The wand is 

engineered to be used to navigate between scan pages 

on the computer.

3Shape

908-867-0144  |  3shape.com

CIRCLE RS #25

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
https://brasselerusa.com/
https://www.3shape.com/
https://www.icoreconnect.com/
http://crosstex.com/
https://www.nobelbiocare.com/international/en/home.html
https://brasselerusa.com/


Introducing iTero®  

available exclusively on the iTero ®

 Scan in as little as 60 seconds,* then use iTero  

See the past. Shape the future.
To see this breakthrough in action or to schedule an office demo,  

visit iterodentalproducts.com. 

Is chairside  

treatment  

acceptance 

important  

to you?

Then you need  

technology  

designed to help.

emo, 

*With the iTero 1.5 software upgrade, patient scans can be completed in as little as 60 seconds  

with the same accuracy and reliability that you have come to expect from iTero scanners.

 

  TimeLapse technology, now 

 Element  scanner.

TimeLapse to show 

your patients stunning 3D visualizations that show changes in tooth 

movement, tooth wear, and changes in gingiva over time. 

©2017 Align Technology, Inc.

All Rights Reserved. AD10031 Rev A

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 59

http://www.iterotimelapse.com/?utm_source=2017Print&utm_medium=2017Print&utm_campaign=DentalProductsReport&ph=PB3
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EndoSafe Plus
The EndoSafe Plus is an apical negative pressure irriga-

tion system that is said to be lightweight, easy to use and 

portable. It reportedly can be used for simultaneous 

irrigation and evacuation. Three fl ow-rate settings are 

engineered to provide a consistent exchange of active 

endodontic solutions and fl ushing of debris. The device 

features quick-connect, 20 mL reservoirs that can be 

fi lled with medicament. The system also comes with 10 

disposable EndoSafe Negative Pressure Tips. 

Vista Dental Products

877-418-4782  |  vista-dental.com

CIRCLE RS #32

Double-sided diamond discs
New double-sided discs from Komet USA are designed 

to incorporate coarse diamond grains, as indicated by 

the instrument’s green color ring for ease of identifi ca-

tion. The discs are reportedly specially designed to 

ensure optimal chip removal while separating, pre-

cutting and contouring acrylic and veneering ceramics. 

The D2014.HP.180 measures 18 mm in diameter while 

the D2014.HP.220 has a 22 mm diameter. 

Komet USA 

800-208-1630  |  kometusa.com

CIRCLE RS #33

DEXcam™ 4 HD
The DEXcam 4 HD intraoral video camera is said to yield 

remarkably clear and focused images in real-time that 

are crucial for diagnosis and fully documenting patients’ 

overall oral health. The intraoral camera features robust 

housing, automatic features and convenient portability 

to provide easy control over focus, image capture and 

movement between operatories. The 1.3 million pixel 

CMOS sensor reportedly delivers high-resolution images 

that remain clear and crisp even when enlarged.

DEXIS

888-883-3947  |  dexis.com

CIRCLE RS #30

Planmeca Emerald™

The Planmeca Emerald™ intraoral scanner is lightweight, 

ergonomically designed and engineered to quickly 

capture vivid color images in real-time. A compact, slim 

design is said to provide the clinician with a comfort-

able feel and superior control while scanning patients. 

Automatic fog prevention embedded into the streamlined 

scanner tips reportedly enables continuous scanning of 

the patient, while the autoclavable tips are designed to 

prevent cross-infection and increase patient safety. 

Planmeca

630-529-2300  |  planmeca.com

CIRCLE RS #31

DentaForm 3D printer
The DentaForm is reportedly the world’s fastest dental 

model 3D printer, utilizing Structo’s proprietary Mask 

Stereolithography (MSLA) technology. With a large build 

platform measuring 200 x 150 mm, the DentaForm is 

designed to print highly accurate precision models for 

the fi tting of crowns and bridges in the area of restorative 

dentistry. Users can reportedly print full arches and 

quadrants that are extremely precise with reproducible 

fi t at a high throughput.

Structo 3D

 +65 6514 7332  |  structo3d.com 

CIRCLE RS #34

SMARTmatic Series
The SMARTmatic Series reportedly unites KaVo’s 

trusted quality with smart features for optimal ease of 

use and successful clinical outcomes. Designed with 

fl exibility in mind, the series is ideal for anyone wishing to 

combine the highest standards in reliability with a broad 

spectrum of treatment options. Features are said to 

include a small head size for better view, stainless steel 

construction, high-precision ball bearings, a lightweight 

and balanced design, and ceramic sliders within the 

chuck system for securing the bur.  

KaVo

888-ASK-KAVO  |  kavo.com

CIRCLE RS #35
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Trefoil™ – the next full-arch revolution 
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*Depending on clinician preference and close cooperation with the dental laboratory.

Disclaimer of liability: This product is part of an overall concept and may only be used in conjunction with the associated original products according to the 

instructions and recommendation of Nobel Biocare. Non-recommended use of products made by third parties in conjunction with Nobel Biocare products will 

void any warranty or other obligation, express or implied, of Nobel Biocare. The user of Nobel Biocare products has the duty to determine whether or not any 

product is suitable for the particular patient and circumstances. Nobel Biocare disclaims any liability, express or implied, and shall have no responsibility for 

any direct, indirect, punitive or other damages, arising out of or in connection with any errors in professional judgment or practice in the use of Nobel Biocare 

products. The user is also obliged to study the latest developments in regard to this Nobel Biocare product and its applications regularly. In cases of doubt, the 

user has to contact Nobel Biocare. Since the utilization of this product is under the control of the user, it is his/her responsibility. Nobel Biocare does not assume 

any liability whatsoever for damage arising thereof. 

nobelbiocare.com/trefoil

Nobel Biocare USA, LLC. 22715 Savi Ranch Parkway, Yorba Linda, CA 92887; Toll free 800 322 5001; Technical support 888 725 7100

© Nobel Biocare USA, LLC, 2017. All rights reserved.  (GMT 53175)  Nobel Biocare, the Nobel Biocare logotype, and all other trademarks are, if nothing else is stated or is evident from the context in a certain case, 
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assortment and availability. For prescription use only. Caution: Federal (United States) law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a licensed dentist. See Instructions For Use for full prescribing information, 

including indications, contraindications, warnings and precautions. 

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 60

https://www.nobelbiocare.com/international/en/home.html
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Beautifi l II LS (Low Shrink)
The Beautifi l II LS (Low Shrink) composite is designed to 

provide clinicians with the means to reduce polymeriza-

tion shrinkage and shrinkage stress while achieving 

predictable and functional esthetics. The composite 

incorporates Shofu’s proprietary Giomer chemistry and 

reportedly demonstrates excellent compressive and fl ex-

ural strength, maintains ideal color stability and polishes 

in an instant, creating a glossy luster. Beautifi l II LS is 

available in syringes, tips and value kits in 14 dentin and 

enamel shades.

Shofu Dental Corporation

800-827-4638  |  shofu.com

CIRCLE RS #36

Thera-Smile™

Mavrik Dental Systems™ recently introduced Thera-Smile™, 

a reportedly revolutionary approach to in-offi ce teeth whit-

ening. Thera-Smile treatments are delivered via the Thera-

Oral™ system platform, where delivery of medicaments is 

fully controlled in dosage and temperature within a patented 

vacuum-sealed mouthpiece. The intuitive console “brain” 

with glove-responsive interface is said to offer the clinician 

or hygienist complete control. The whitening system is 

designed to elevate the patient and clinician experience.

Mavrik Dental Systems

+972 9-974-0100  |  mavrikdental.com 

CIRCLE RS #37

BioCoat™

BioCoat™ is a bioactive resin pit and fi ssure sealant with 

patented SmartCap™ Technology. It reportedly com-

bines optimal physical properties with extended release 

of fl uoride and remineralization ions for relentless 

protection. BioCoat is engineered to fl ow freely for excel-

lent adaption and adhesion to the enamel. It is said to be 

easily light cured and to offer an esthetic appearance. 

Premier® Dental Products Company

888-670-6100  |  premusa.com

CIRCLE RS #38

SR Smart Reviews
SR Smart Reviews’ super technical, proprietary algo-

rithm reportedly analyzes billions of patient interactions 

to determine which patients are most likely to leave 

positive reviews. Through a simple text message, dental 

staff  can ask patients to leave a review. Only patients 

who leave a high NPS score will be redirected online; 

other reviews will be sent to the dental offi ce for refer-

ence. SR Smart Reviews is designed to sync with patient 

databases, thereby simplifying the process. 

Solutionreach

866-605-6867  |  solutionreach.com

CIRCLE RS #39
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ENAMIC® multiColor
ENAMIC® multiColor is a new CAD/CAM block with 

an integrated shade gradient for highly esthetic and 

long-lasting results. The material is reportedly ideal for 

posterior, anterior and implant restorations as well as 

veneers. The block’s natural color gradient includes 

six fi nely nuanced layers with a smooth transition from 

cervical to incisal edge, providing a natural play of light 

for lifelike vitality. It can be milled either chairside or in the 

laboratory.

VITA North America

800-828-3839  |  vitanorthamerica.com

CIRCLE RS #40

DentiMax Kiosk
The DentiMax Kiosk is designed to make it convenient 

for patients to provide their complete health histories 

and insurance information to dental offi ces. Using any 

smartphone, tablet or computer, patients can go to the 

practice’s web kiosk to complete their “paperwork.” 

The user-friendly software is designed to enable offi ce 

staff to review information, ensuring its completeness 

and accuracy, before uploading it into their practice’s 

management software.  

DentiMax

800-704-8494  |  dentimax.com

CIRCLE RS #41
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SoloCem and DuoCem
COLTENE added two new resin-based cements, 

SoloCem and DuoCem, to its portfolio of luting agents. 

SoloCem is a self-adhesive dual-curing resin cement 

that is reportedly easy to use and offers high bonding 

strength without additional adhesive. It may be used 

for permanent cementation of crowns, bridges, inlays 

and onlays for ceramic, metal and composite materials. 

DuoCem is a dual-curing resin cement that is designed 

to offer superior bond strength, especially in areas 

where light can’t reach. It is said to be ideal for a range of 

indications. 

COLTENE

330-916-8800  |  coltene.com

CIRCLE RS #44

Smile Lite MDP
Smile Lite MDP is reportedly the fi rst device specially 

developed for allowing beautiful dental photos on a 

smartphone. Smile Lite MDP is equipped with three 

groups of LEDs with four levels of brightness for each 

one. Users can set the power of illumination to easily 

take anterior and posterior pictures as well as micro-

photography. The plug-and-play device is equipped with 

a universal adapter that can be used with any model of 

smartphone.  

Smile Line USA

877-755-6868  |  smilelineusa.com 

CIRCLE RS #45

ProMax® 3D LE
The new Planmeca ProMax® 3D LE provides a 2D and 

3D imaging system that’s combined with the power of 

Planmeca Romexis® imaging software. The ProMax 3D 

LE is reportedly the gateway to Planmeca 3D imaging 

systems, offering great value without sacrifi cing quality. 

Dentists can plan and verify implant placement using 

the realistic implant, abutment and crown models 

included in the Romexis software. 

Planmeca 

630-529-2300  |  planmecausa.com  

CIRCLE RS #46

Flexsonic Swivel Air Scaler
The Flexsonic Swivel Air Scaler is said to offer compara-

ble design and performance to other leading scalers for 

almost half the price. The scaler is engineered to provide 

super-effi cient removal of hard calculus and stains. The 

scaler reportedly has an ergonomic, comfortable grip as 

well as a quick disconnect swivel for improved comfort 

and easy removal from tubing.  

Johnson-Promident

845-589-0210  |  johnsonpromident.com 

CIRCLE RS #47

KaVo OP 3D
The OP 3D is a unit for advanced dental imaging needs. 

It is designed to be a complete X-ray platform, providing 

easy-to-use features throughout the whole dental imag-

ing workfl ow. The OP 3D reportedly offers effi cient tools 

for optimizing the patient dose with its ability to allow 

the clinician to select the best resolution, Field of  View 

(FOV) size and region of interest. The versatile programs 

for both panoramic and 3D are engineered to offer 

imaging excellence for a variety of users, ranging from 

general dental practitioners to craniofacial surgeons.

KaVo Kerr 

888-275-5286  |  kavo.com

CIRCLE RS #42

PrograMill One
PrograMill One is a small, compact, 5-axis milling 

machine. It is engineered to combine industrial 

manufacturing quality with high precision and a sleek, 

modern design. The machine is app-based, reportedly 

allowing easy operation with a tablet or smartphone. 

PrograMill One seamlessly auto connects with 3Shape 

intraoral scanners. The unit is designed specifi cally for 

milling IPS e.max. PrograMill One will be available in the 

U.S. in 2018. 

Ivoclar Vivadent

800-533-6825  |  ivoclardigital.com

CIRCLE RS #43
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THE BIG 1
2

3

LARGEST

SELECTION

BEST 

WARRANTY

BIGGEST

CHAMBER SIZES3333• 2 Year Parts & Labor Warranty*
• 10 Year Chamber Warranty

*Standard on EZPlus, EZ & EA models only

DID YOU KNOW?

Our EZPlus models offer a closed-door 
drying system. 

W):�*4�5)*4�*.1035"/5? 

This ensures the door remains closed 
throughout the dry cycle to maintain sterility 
and efficient drying of packs and pouches.

To redeem, the end user must visit www.tuttnauerUSA.com/Q4-2017-rebate, upload the dealer invoice dated October 1 thru December 31, 2017 (with doctor’s and/or 

practice/facility name and date purchased), complete the information required on the form (which includes the serial number of the autoclave), and select “Submit”. All 

information will be verified by Tuttnauer USA upon submission. A confirmation email will be sent for your records. Keep the confirmation until goods or rebate are received. 

Redemption deadline is January 31, 2018. Please allow 4 weeks for receipt of rebate or shipment of free goods. Excludes reconditioned and scratch and dent machines.

CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER OFFERS OR PROMOTIONS.

Buy any new EZPlus or EZ autoclave from October 1 thru December 31, 2017 
and get your choice of a $400.00 manufacturer’s rebate or a FREE 1 gallon 
Ultrasonic (with SS basket).

Q4 2017 Rebate Offer

$400 or
A

$ 792RetailValue
Manufacturer’s

Rebate

FREE
Ultrasonic
(with SS  basket)

te, upload the dealer invoice dated Octob

FREE
Ultra
(with S

Designed to meet the most current sterilization standards ANSI/AAMI ST55*

Tel: (800) 624 5836, (631) 737 4850 

Email: info@tuttnauerUSA.com, 

www.tuttnauerUSA.com

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 62
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Fuse
Fuse is a cloud-based practice management system that’s said to seamlessly keep doc-

tors connected across multiple locations. An intuitive interface is designed to enable effi -

cient navigation, allowing clinicians to focus on providing excellent patient care. Patient 

information can be accessed on a smartphone, tablet or desktop. Fuse also comes with 

industry-leading training and best-in-class support. 

Patterson Dental

800-873-7683  |  pattersondental.com/fuse 

CIRCLE RS #49

ScanX Intraoral View
The ScanX Intraoral View is said to be the next generation of digital radiog-

raphy systems for all intraoral formats. Its large touchscreen, easy-to-use 

interface and multiple slots for simultaneous scanning enable the intuitive, 

effi cient and time-saving digitization of PSPs for all intraoral formats. The 

ScanX Intraoral View reportedly makes PSP diagnostics quicker, more reli-

able and more convenient.

Air Techniques, Inc.

800-AIR TECH  |  airtechniques.com 

CIRCLE RS #48

TPH Spectra® ST
TPH Spectra® ST is uniquely designed with new and novel fi ller technology, 

SphereTEC™, to simplify the path to long-lasting, esthetic restorations. The 

composite reportedly is easy to adapt to the cavity, has excellent sculptability 

and won’t stick to instruments. It utilizes an intuitive ‘CLOUD’ shading system 

that covers the entire VITA range with fi ve stain-resistant shades, making 

shade selection simple and accurate. 

Dentsply Sirona

800-532-2855  |  class2restorations.com

CIRCLE RS #50

Meg-Torq®

The Meg-Torq® wireless auto torque driver is reportedly the easiest, fastest and safest 

way to place implant prosthetic components. Pre-programmed settings are designed to 

provide exact torque values for accuracy and ease of use. The torque driver is said to be 

powerful and compact, making it ideal for single-handed use in hard-to-reach areas. It 

also features a large, easy-to-read LCD display that shows every function.  

ids (integrated dental systems)

866-277-5662  |  idsimplants.com 

CIRCLE RS #51
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Are you using yesterday’s technology  

with today’s materials?

Upgrade to the new Phoenix Line from Midwest:

 •  Diamond-like-carbon coated ceramic bearings  

to reduce friction and enhance performance

 •  Dynamic Speed Control in the head to limit  

free speeds for bearing protection

 •  Titanium-coated diamond grip for enhanced  

tactile feel and abrasion protection

NEW

Midwest Phoenix™ Series

Instruments of Power

Choose the version that is ideal for your practice*:

 Midwest Phoenix™ Pro |  Use with ATC Control System  

for maximum power

 Midwest Phoenix™ ZR |  Larger head with more power  

ideal for cutting solid zirconia

 Midwest Phoenix™ |  Small head ideal for everyday use

Call your Midwest Specialist at  

800-800-2888 to schedule a demo today.

Up to 30 months warranty when  

maintained with Midwest Automate®.

*Data on file  ©2017 Dentsply Sirona  MK088 1117

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 63

https://corporate.dentsplysirona.com/en.html
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OmniOptic™ 

OmniOptic™  is said to be the fi rst and only interchangeable magnifi ca-

tion loupe that allows the clinician to select the optimal magnifi cation 

power for each procedure. Accommodating four magnifi cation powers 

ranging from 2.5x to 5.5x, the OmniOptic system is designed to be an 

ideal system for users looking to increase their magnifi cation over the 

course of their career. 

Orascoptic™ 

800-369-3698  |  orascoptic.com  

CIRCLE RS #52

TORNADOS

The TORNADOS is said to be the most powerful turbine with a compact head. Like 

the TORNADO turbine, the TORNADOS is equipped with Bien-Air SteadyTorque™ 

technology. Thanks to its compact head, the TORNADOS is designed to offer 

improved visibility in the working area and facilitate access to molar areas, ensuring 

optimal patient comfort. It is also said to reduce the length of operations and improve 

the productivity of dental clinics. 

Bien-Air

800-433-2436  |  bienair.com 

CIRCLE RS #53

MMG ChairFill
MMG ChairFill is an automated marketing software system that’s 

designed to automatically fi ll dentists’ schedules and chairs with the 

right kind of patients at the right time. Integration with all the major 

practice management softwares allows ChairFill to monitor open chair 

time and then search existing patient records 24/7. ChairFill can fi ll last-

minute cancellations as well as open appointments months or weeks in 

advance. 

MMG Fusion

844-938-7466  |  mmgfusion.com

CIRCLE RS #54

Aligner Sleep Appliance®

The Aligner Sleep Appliance® (ASA) is reportedly the only appliance in the market 

that can be used in conjunction with clear aligners. ASA is fabricated with a propri-

etary process that allows the patient to use the same sleep appliance even as clear 

aligner trays are changed during treatment. ASA is a patented and FDA-cleared 

product, and sleep test results have showed it’s an effective treatment for snoring 

and obstructive sleep apnea in patients who are being treated with clear aligners.

SleepArchiTx™

888-777-3198  |  sleeparchitx.com

CIRCLE RS #55
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To learn more about the TechCentral Hybrid Backup solution,�
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WE’VE  
GOT YOUR  
BACKUP

Fire damage can happen at any time.

TechCentral Hybrid Backup creates

redundant backups so that your critical

data is potentially recoverable from two 

AES 256-bit encrypted locations. Don’t

worry because we’ve got your backup in

the event of disaster, hardware failure,

and even a fire breathing dragon.

TechCentral—Hybrid Backup

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 64

http://www.hstechcentral.com/
http://www.hstechcentral.com/
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DPR CHIEF DENTAL EDITOR AND TECHNOLOGY EDITOR DR. JOHN FLUCKE 
is lucky enough to try numerous products in his operatories. Here are 
fi ve he put to work in 2017 that left a lasting impression on him and 
have the potential to help just about any practice. 

TOP TEST DRIVES NEW PRODUCTS5

Garrison FitStrips
When it comes to interproximal fi nishing of composite restora-

tions, we are often given several less-than-optimal choices. We 

can use long metal strips, but these need to be used judiciously 

to avoid cutting the lip. There are the tiny strips with C-shaped 

handles, but sometimes those are too short and diffi cult to tease 

into the interproximal area.

To help solve this situation, Garrison Dental Solutions created 

the FitStrip. The device has a strip about the size of the C-shaped 

devices, but with a long handle, making them look sort of like 

a mini toothbrush with a fi nishing strip in place of the bristles. 

The great thing about these is the handle provides very nice lever-

age when placing or using the strip. Additionally, the handle is 

detachable for the times you don’t need it.

The handle also twists and, as it does, the curvature of the 

band changes, making adaptation of the band a very easy pro-

cess. From broad to narrow contacts, the FitStrip can adapt to 

make fi nishing them a simplifi ed process.

The bands are very durable and hold up well even after 

multiple uses. Whether you are fi nishing com-

posites, doing interproximal reduction 

for ortho, or removing leftover 

cement, I’ve found Fit-

Strips work well.

Top 5 test drives 
of 2017
Dr. Flucke, Chief Dental Editor and Technology 
Editor at DPR, breaks down the products 
that blew him away this year. [ by Dr. John Flucke ] 

Wow, time sure fl ies when you are having fun! And what could be more 

fun at this time of year than to discuss technology? I personally cannot 

think of anything better. Especially for this issue, as it’s time once again 

for the Technology Evangelist’s Top 5 Test Drives.

Every year I get to evaluate lots of gear. Sometimes I see game-changers 

and sometimes I see things that I’m not so impressed by. However, all the 

products I look at receive a fair and equitable review. Clinical products 

receive a fair amount of bench testing before ever being used in the 

mouth, while non-clinical products get put through their paces as sug-

gested by the manufacturer and then I start pushing them to see how far I 

can go before something goes wrong.

And remember: These aren’t the only great products I’ve seen this year, 

but they are the fi ve best. OK, now let’s get started.

MouthWatch and TeleDent™

Anyone who is involved with technology and clinical dentistry knows just 

how important communication is to helping your patients understand their 

needs and the solutions you can provide. That communication comes in the 

form of visual devices, and one of the most important of these is the intraoral 

camera.

Over the years, dentistry has seen some impressive improvements in intra-

oral cameras. They have gone from cart-based, large-footprint boxes to the 

form factor or a SoniCare toothbrush with a USB cord.

My fi rst camera was cart-based and cost $15,000, so I was thrilled when I 

watched prices drop to around $3,500. A price drop of 77 percent is nothing 

to sneeze about. Yet, even though prices dropped that far, they failed to fall 

much further and maintain quality. Until, that is, MouthWatch came to mar-

ket. The company is currently selling intraoral cameras that provide great 

images for $299. Yes, you read that correctly.

When I fi rst plugged my MouthWatch camera into the computer, I was not 

expecting much. However, the moment I started seeing the images it pro-

duced, I was blown away.

The company also has an app for your computer called TeleDent. It allows 

you to do either live video conferencing using their camera and a regular web-

cam or just the MouthWatch camera. You can do live video conferences in a 

HIPAA-compliant system, or you can save the images and upload them to share on a HIPAA-compliant web server. Anytime the person you share it with accesses 

the photos and/or makes changes you are notifi ed.

The system works well, is turnkey and is affordable. Smart! Check them out at www.mouthwatch.com.

http://www.mouthwatch.com
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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Ultradent Mosaic® composite
I love it when companies “get it right,” and Mosaic is one 

of those products. Ultradent worked on development 

of their next generation composite for several years, 

but they refused to bring it to market until they were 

absolutely convinced that they had exceeded everyone’s 

expectations. Suffi ce to say, “Mission accomplished!” 

Ultradent has succeeded in creating a composite that 

quickly became one of my favorites.

The thing that immediately struck me was how easy 

it is to manipulate. The biggest complaint I have about 

composites in general is that they tend to stick to the 

instruments we use. Mosaic was specifi cally designed 

to overcome that problem and the result is phenomenal. 

You can move the material around like thick cake icing 

without stickiness and it stays where you put it, allowing 

for total control during clinical manipulation.

Mosaic is a great material, no matter which tooth 

you are repairing. A composite is dependent on its fi ller 

particles for both its strength and its esthetics. This mate-

rial is designed with a very nice balance of fi llers so that 

it fulfi lls the properties for use anywhere in the mouth. It 

has exceptional aesthetics for anterior restorations and 

high compressive strength (486.4mpa) for durable poste-

rior restorations. 

Mosaic comes in 20 shades and, much to the delight 

of many users, Ultradent has gone back to the traditional 

shading nomenclature. There are a variety of dentin 

shades that are slightly translucent and work well in the 

posterior, while the enamel shades have variable opacity 

that allows for a single shade in small areas. Of course, 

for large Class IV fractures, layering can be done utilizing 

a combination of dentin and enamel shades. 

The shade guide is made of the actual composite you’ll 

be using for a more accurate shade assessment, and a 

fl exible shade tab holder allows for bending around the 

patient’s face to compare multiple shades at once.

If you are looking for a new workhorse composite, be 

sure to check out Mosaic.

Rhondium OVC
3

The OVC
3
 (One Visit Crown) from Rhondium is 

one of the more interesting ideas I’ve seen in the last 

few years. As bonding and esthetics in porcelain 

have evolved over the last 20 years, we’ve seen our 

preparations for fi xed prosthetics change as well 

as the strength we expect to achieve with bonded 

restorations.

The creation of highly esthetic porcelain such as 

lithium disilicate has allowed for preparations that 

terminate at the height of the gingiva or even supragingivally. This means margins are much easier 

to detect and restorations are much easier to bond, since contamination from blood and sulcular 

fl uids is much less of a problem. This entire progression has allowed for preparations to be much 

more conservative while making the bonding process stronger and much more predictable.

Rhondium steps into this space with a unique idea of providing lab-made, prefabricated 

porcelain crowns that can be bonded onto conservative preparations in a unique one visit crown 

procedure with no need for CAD/CAM.

The system comes prepackaged with everything needed to perform the restoration. It includes a 

size gauge, specially contoured matrix band, one-of-a-kind “stretch wedges” that provide greater 

interproximal separation than standard section matrix “rings,” and the OVC
3
 itself.

The restorations come in a variety of sizes for any posterior tooth and the size is determined 

by a “size selector key” that shows the practitioner the proper width to use. The OVC
3
is avail-

able in either lithium disilicate or a hybrid ceramic material. The process eliminates lab fees, 

temporaries and second appointments, but without the cost of CAD/CAM. Check it out at 

www.rhondium.com.

Wrapping up
So, there they are. The Top 5 Test Drives for 2017. I continue to be impressed with the strides our 

profession is making in improving the things we need to improve the lives of our patients. Needless 

to say, I’m bullish on what I will get to test in 2018!  

Bien-Air TORNADO Line
Bien-Air has developed a reputation in the industry of high-

quality, precise, Swiss-made products. With a reputation like 

that, it’s easy to see why many doctors are excited about this 

new line of air-driven handpieces.

The TORNADO comes in two types. The standard 

TORNADO has Bien-Air’s SteadyTorque™ technology and 

delivers 30 watts of power. That means procedures can be 

accomplished more quickly, while fi ne adjustments can 

be made without the handpiece stalling. In addition to the 

power, the unit also features the Accu-Spray Quattro Mix™

outlet spray system as well as the Accu-Chuck PreciPlus™

vibration-canceling bur retention system. These two features 

help reduce the turbine’s noise to a quiet 55 dBA.

For those requiring greater visibility, there is the TORNA-

DOS model. This handpiece has a compact head for those 

clinical situations that need better visualization of the fi eld 

or for patients who have a limited opening.

While the turbine/head is smaller, this model still delivers 

a hefty 24 watts of power. 

http://www.rhondium.com
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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The best and worst 

states to work in a 

dental practice: 2017
by the DPR Editorial Team

Regardless of your preferences or reasons for 

living where you do, you may not actually be in 

a great place to work in a dental practice! Back 

in 2015, we took a look at which states were the 

most favorable for dental professionals — and 

this year, decided it was time to update that list. 

Using a set of 11 criteria, we examined the best 

and worst states to work in a dental practice.  

Go to   http://bit.ly/BestandWorst2017

The top 8 dental movies of ALL time

by Nicholas Hamm

We’re not experts on movies — but we are experts on 

all things dental, so we’ve compiled a list of the best 

movies featuring dentists. We’ll be giving you a lesson 

from each movie, allowing you to learn everything 

you need to know about them without ever even 

needing to watch them.  What could be better?

Go to   http://bit.ly/TopDentalMovies

7 MORE of the scariest 

medical conditions with 

links to oral health

by Laura Dorr

There’s been a lot of buzz about oral systemic health 

in the news, and for good reason: A whole host of new 

discoveries have pinpointed that poor oral health is 

linked to some very serious medical conditions — and 

that treating oral health conditions could potentially 

serve as a preventative measure. We compiled seven 

of the most serious, scary medical conditions that 

researchers have linked to poor oral health this year.

Go to   http://bit.ly/7ScariestConditions

The 10 weirdest things patients 

have done in the dental practice

by Laura Dorr

You’ve probably got a whole practice full of perfectly 

nice, normal patients who behave predictably. But 

then there’s that one who is full of … surprises. We 

polled you, our readers, for your tales of the patients 

who will always stick out in your memory — for the 

weirdest reasons. From the bizarre to the disgusting, 

the unbelievable to the hilarious, your anecdotes did 

not disappoint. Here are the weirdest stories.

Go to   http://bit.ly/10WeirdestThings

http://bit.ly/BestandWorst2017
http://bit.ly/TopDentalMovies
http://bit.ly/7ScariestConditions
http://bit.ly/10WeirdestThings
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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The latest hourly and annual 

salary numbers for dentists 

and dental assistants

by Robert Elsenpeter

In order to be a dentist — or anyone in the healthcare fi eld, 

for that matter — one has to want to help others. And 

while there is an altruistic element to the work, the fact 

remains that dentists want to get paid for their hard work. 

We looked at the most recent data from the U.S. Bureau of 

Labor Statistics — and what it means to you.

Go to   http://bit.ly/SalaryNumbers

pulpdent.com/dprbulk

High Strength 

BioACTIVE Composite

Dual Cure

•   Penetrates, seals, stimulates 
apatite formation

•  Patented rubberized resin resists 
chipping and wear

• Fast, simplified syringe technique

• Eliminates voids and bubbles

Looks and behaves like  

natural teeth

The Best  
Bulk Fill  
is BioACTIVE

PULPDENT
®

DENTAL INNOVATION SINCE 1947

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 65

http://bit.ly/SalaryNumbers
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
https://www.pulpdent.com/
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Announcing Dental Products 

Report’s Top 25 Women in 

Dentistry for 2017

by Kristen Mott

Now in its eighth year of recognizing exceptional 

women in the dental industry, Dental Products 

Report is thrilled to announce the Top 25 Women 

in Dentistry for 2017. This year’s honorees come 

from across the dental industry, including dentists, 

industry leaders, offi ce managers, educators and lab 

technicians.

Go to   http://bit.ly/WomenInDentistry2017

The dangers of STDs in 

the dental practice

by Terri Lively

Many dental professionals think that if they refrain 

from unprotected sex with an infected person at 

the dental office, they are safe from contracting 

a sexually transmitted disease (STD) there. But 

they are wrong. We examine what every dental 

professional needs to know about contracting STDs 

in the dental practice. 

Go to   http://bit.ly/STDdental

Are right angles ... wrong?

by Dr. Bethany Valachi, PT, MS, CEAS

For years, sitting with your hips at a 90-degree 

angle was thought to be ideal. Why? At some point 

in the transition to seated dentistry, it was decided 

that the perfect position of the seated dentist should 

be with the body’s major joints at right angles. And 

it stuck, until recently. But now, research suggests 

otherwise.

Go to   http://bit.ly/RightAnglesWrong

The top 10 foods for healthy 

teeth and gums

by Kristen Mott

We all know the foods that are bad for patients’ teeth: 

sticky candy, carbonated beverages, potato chips and 

ice, just to name a few. But what about foods that are 

actually good for your teeth and gums? To help your 

patients on their journey toward healthy teeth, we’ve 

compiled a list of the top 10 foods that are good for 

teeth and gums.

Go to   http://bit.ly/FoodsforHealthyGums

A mysterious upper-

back pain syndrome in 

dental professionals

by Dr. Bethany Valachi, PT, MS, CEAS

You’ve tried massage, acupuncture and physical 

therapy for that aching pain on the medial border 

of your shoulder blade, but to no avail! Dr. Bethany 

Valachi, PT, CEAS, explores how scalene trigger 

points often fl y under the radar of clinical treatment, 

but can have serious consequences for dental 

professionals.

Go to   http://bit.ly/DentistryBackPain

2017

http://bit.ly/WomenInDentistry2017
http://bit.ly/STDdental
http://bit.ly/RightAnglesWrong
http://bit.ly/FoodsforHealthyGums
http://bit.ly/DentistryBackPain
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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The top 16 worst dental patients ever 
by Laura Dorr

So, you’re having a great day. Everything is going smoothly.

And then ... THAT patient walks in. The one who seems absolutely determined to ruin your day, 

totally tick you off, leave you dumbfounded or absolutely gross you out! 

We polled you, our readers, for your stories of the patients that will always stick out in your 

memory — for all the wrong reasons. From the infuriating to the disgusting, the bizarre to the 

absurd, your tales did not disappoint. We heard about a man that gets his teeth cleaned by his bird, 

a fellow wielding a box-cutter knife as a dental tool, some very amorous patients and a chronic 

fi nger-biter  and much, much more — all of them tales of patients that no dental hygienist wants 

to deal with! 

 Here are the worst of the worst stories that we compiled.

Go to   http://bit.ly/WorstDentalPatients

The latest hourly and 

annual salary numbers 

for dental hygienists 

by Robert Elsenpeter

When you look around a dentist’s office, you 

see more dental hygienists and dental assistants 

than you do actual dentists. And with more than 

100,000 dentists in the country, this should tell 

you something about how prevalent jobs are for 

hygienists. We took a look at the most recent data 

from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics to see  what 

that means for job opportunities and salaries.

Go to   http://bit.ly/HygienistSalary

5 ergonomics tips that 

could save your career

by Laura Dorr

Back pain after a long day? Cramping hands? 

Aching neck?

Every dental professional has been there at one 

point or another. From poor posture and heavy 

loupes to stressful sustained grips and uncomfort-

able seats, there are numerous ways to wear down 

your body in the dental practice. It may feel like 

chronic pain is just a part of the job — but it doesn’t 

have to be.  We compiled a list of fi ve articles we feel 

all dental professionals should read.

Go to   http://bit.ly/5ErgonomicsTips

http://bit.ly/WorstDentalPatients
http://bit.ly/HygienistSalary
http://bit.ly/5ErgonomicsTips
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/hygiene
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New gingivitis code helps 

you provide ethical care

by Kathryn Gilliam, RDH, BA

Our patient presents with moderate generalized 

infl ammation, evidenced by moderate generalized 

bleeding on probing, with light to moderate supra 

gingival calculus, light to moderate subgingival 

deposits, and generalized pseudo pocketing with no 

radiographic evidence of bone loss. How do you treat 

this patient, and what code do you use?

Go to   http://bit.ly/GingivitisCode

The 5 worst ways to 

ask for a raise 

by Lisa Newburger, LISW-S

What’s more important than recommending what 

you should say when asking for a raise? Talking 

about what you defi nitely should NOT say.

Research has shown over and over again that 

money isn’t the most important thing to employee 

satisfaction. But, if you feel you are underpaid for 

the work you perform, then “nice colleagues” and 

an “understanding boss” just don’t cut it. We held a 

focus group to fi nd out what professionals  thought 

were the fi ve worst ways to ask for a raise.

Go to   http://bit.ly/AskingForRaise

MOST-VIEWED MODERN HYGIENIST
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The top fi ve types of things patients 

hate but don’t want to tell you 
by Lisa Newburger, LISW-S

Patients say the craziest things. But, what about the things they are thinking … but not saying?

These are the things that get repeated to their families and friends, but for some odd reason, 

not to us. The sad thing is that we need to know what they are thinking. We need to know exactly 

what they hate about us and our practice. (Toughen up people. You can handle it. You just need 

to fi nd out what “it” is.)

I took a poll to fi nd out what patients hate about the dental practices that they go to.

Go to   http://bit.ly/PatientsHate

Understanding gingival 

infl ammation code D4346

by Patti DiGangi, RDH, BS

For the dental industry, a fog seems to have settled 

around the new D4346 gingival infl ammation code. 

For many, it’s a code we hoped for and knew was 

needed for a long time. Yet there is a lot confusion 

and our understanding is foggy. I want to clear up 

some of the fog surrounding this code. Breaking 

through the fog will reveal specific reasons for 

patients to return to your practice, thus escalating 

its profi tability.

Go to   http://bit.ly/CodeD4346

The top 8 worst types of 

patients in the waiting room 

by Lisa Newburger, LISW-S

Let’s be honest. There are some patients who you 

want to dump — patients that start trouble as soon 

as they walk in the door.

There are some patients who the entire staff 

dreads to see on the schedule because they make 

everyone’s life miserable, from the front offi ce all 

the way to the chair. But which ones REALLY get 

under the front offi ce team’s skin?

Take a look at this list and tell me if I am missing 

anyone.

Go to   http://bit.ly/WorstPatients

http://bit.ly/PatientsHate
http://bit.ly/CodeD4346
http://bit.ly/WorstPatients
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://practicemanagement.dentalproductsreport.com/
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6 things you need to know to 

survive the DSO revolution

by Laura Dorr

Are DSOs the future of dentistry? Group practices and DSOs are certainly a 

growing trend in the dental industry — one that has many solo practitioners 

and practice owners a little nervous.

But what does the growth of DSOs really mean for the dental industry? How 

will it affect solo practices? Are solo practices doomed? Is a DSO the right 

solution for your practice? The bottom line: Whether you are for or against 

the evolution of group practices and DSOs, you have to keep up with the lat-

est industry trends to be able to navigate the changing landscape and make 

educated decisions for your practice.

To help, we compiled a list of the top six articles about the DSO revolution 

that we feel all dental professionals should read.

Go to   http://bit.ly/DSOSurvival

Are DSOs headed for trouble? 

by Dr. Marc Cooper

The juggernaut successes of the meta DSOs such as Heartland, Aspen and 

Pacifi c left a slip-stream for others to rapidly grow like Deca and North 

American Dental Group. Their continued growth and success seems 

unstoppable. But many DSOs more than likely will follow the path of other 

companies that had meteoric rises to success only to nosedive.

Go to   http://bit.ly/DSOTrouble

MOST-VIEWED DPM
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10 things we saw at IDS 2017 that blew us away 
by Lauren Krzyzostaniak

The recent focus in dentistry has been on digitizing and streamlining the design and manufacturing 

process, and evidence of that was everywhere at IDS. Processes in milling and printing are getting 

better, materials are getting stronger and more esthetic, communication between the dentist and 

lab is getting easier, and investments in new technology are getting much more affordable.

There are so many new products, materials, and technologies to consider in a piece like this, and 

it’s hard to even know where to start. There were 2,305 companies on display at IDS this year, and 

while there was no way to see all of them, we did our best.

Here are 10 things we saw at IDS that blew us away.

Go to   http://bit.ly/IDS10Things

The top 10 states to be 

a dental technician 

by Robert Elsenpeter

Americans take a lot of pride in where we live. Some 

of us have an almost religious connection with our 

local sports teams, we staunchly defend our regional 

accent as the “normal” one, and we even have a 

weird connection about what we call our soft drinks 

(is it “soda,” “pop” or do you just call everything 

a “Coke”?). We decided to heat up those border 

battles even more by ranking the best places to live 

and work as a dental laboratory technician.

Go to   http://bit.ly/TopStatesDentalTech

7 MORE of the craziest 

impressions you’ve ever seen 

by Ryan Hamm

In 2015, Digital Esthetics published an article on 

10 of the craziest impressions we’d ever seen — and 

we were truly shocked at some of the bad, confusing 

and just plain weird impressions we saw!

Since that article, we’ve continued to be on the 

lookout for more shocking impressions. And it’s 

time to show you what we’ve found! One big take-

away is that traditional impressions are not alone in 

how crazy they are — as more dentists incorporate 

digital impression systems, we’re seeing more and 

more crazy digital impressions.

Go to   http://bit.ly/CraziestImpressions
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10 denture decorations 

for Halloween

by Kristen Mott

Dental lab technicians pride themselves on 

skillfully fabricating crowns, bridges, dentures, 

and other fi xed or removable appliances. Precision 

and accuracy are key when it comes to their work.

However, when it comes to Halloween, the 

opposite rings true. The more distorted and 

deformed the teeth, the better!

We’ve rounded up some of the best denture dec-

orations for Halloween. Whether you’re looking for some grisly veneers to complete your costume or you need 

some inspiration for when it comes time to carve jack-o’-lanterns, we think you’ll enjoy these spooky options.

Go to   http://bit.ly/DentureHalloweenDecorations

10 reasons for dental labs to be 

optimistic in 2017 and beyond 

by Robert Elsenpeter

There are, as the aphorism says, two types of people 

in the world: Those who see the glass as half-full and 

those who see it as half-empty. 

For dental laboratories, there are plenty of rea-

sons to see that glass as half-empty — increased 

competition, off-shoring and consolidation of the 

marketplace, among others. But while it’s easy to be 

pessimistic these days, there’re plenty more reasons 

to be optimistic and welcome the future.

Go to   http://bit.ly/LabOptimism

MOST-VIEWED DIGITAL ESTHETICS
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them all at dentalproductsreport.com.

How to use TheraCal LC® for direct 
and indirect pulp capping
How BISCO’s TheraCal LC could help you and your patients.

In this step-by-step, one clinician explores the benefi ts of  BISCO’s 

light-cured, fl owable, resin-modifi ed, calcium silicate-fi lled liner for 

indirect pulp capping.

For the full how-to, go to   http://bit.ly/TheraCalTechnique

How to place porcelain veneers 
with minimal preparation
Dr. Ross Nash outlines how he enhanced one patient’s smile with a 

minimally invasive technique.

In this esthetic technique by Dr. Ross Nash, he outlines the treat-

ment process for a patient who was unhappy with the whiteness of 

her teeth and opted for porcelain veneers.

For the full how-to, go to   http://bit.ly/VeneerTechnique

How to simplify interproximal reduction
How Komet USA’s DISCtance™ IPR System offers a new and improved 

option for interproximal reduction procedures.

In this article, Kyle Fagala, DDS, MDS, demonstrates how to use rotary 

discs for interproximal reduction procedures to ensure the best possible 

orthodontic outcome.

For the full how-to, go to   http://bit.ly/IPSTechnique

http://bit.ly/TheraCalTechnique
http://bit.ly/VeneerTechnique
http://bit.ly/IPSTechnique
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How to effi ciently place a 
cemented implant crown
Using TAUB Products’ new implant cementation system to increase 

effi ciency and speed.

Dr. Ross Nash demonstrates a more effi cient technique for achieving a 

clean and well-sealed cemented implant crown.

For the full how-to, go to   http://bit.ly/TAUBTechnique

How to perform rapid tooth 
reduction with diamond instruments
A look at how using Deep Purple™ diamond instruments can simplify 

the process.

Learn how Deep Purple™ diamonds from Komet USA can provide 

ultra-fast, effective removal of tooth structure, in this case exploring 

crown preparation for high-strength ceramics.

For the full how-to, go to   http://bit.ly/DeepPurpleTechnique

Verifying the content of 
every case has never 
been easier.

More than 50 leading producers and 

suppliers of dental restorative materials 

now back up the quality, integrity and 

value of their products with certificates 

from the IdentAlloy/IdentCeram Council.

Provided free to labs and dentists, 

IdentAlloy and IdentCeram certificates confirm the 

composition and ADA classification of the restorative 

materials you’re using with patients. 

Remember to ask your lab for the certificate attesting to the

content of every case you order. Show the certificates to your

patients. Keep them on file. And use them to make your own

commitment to quality a matter of record.

Find out if the restorative materials you rely on are certified 

IdentAlloy.org/verify

� The IdentAlloy/IdentCeram Certificate Program 

�
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These e-books were chosen based on how many downloads they 
had throughout the course of 2017, demonstrating what dentists 
found essential to their practices.

TOP E-BOOKS E-BOOKS5

[ 3M ORAL CARE ]

Exploring Technology: Digital 

Intraoral Scanning
To make the best possible decision on a system for your 

practice, you need to get down to fundamentals. This 

free e-book guides you through inherent features for 

better accuracy, the advantages of a smaller wand size, 

which system benefi ts more from economies of scale 

and how to choose a system that meets your needs. 

Read more: http://bit.ly/3Mebook

[ FORMLABS ]

Digital Implantology

with Desktop 3D Printing
In spite of their high degree of accuracy, computer-

aided implant planning and guided surgery are not 

used often due to their high cost and limited availability. 

What options are available for dentists to precisely place 

dental implants with acceptable outcomes at a lower 

cost? Read more: http://bit.ly/formlabsebook

[BISCO ]

5 Things You Need to Know 

About the New Cements
Dentists have long used cements to bond to tooth 

structures, and the new generation of self-adhesive 

resins is enhancing these abilities even further. What 

do you need to know to fully reap the benefi ts of self-

adhesives for yourself and your patients? This e-book 

discusses the essentials of using new cements.  Read more: http://bit.ly/NewCements

[BISCO ]

3 Ways Pulp Cap Breakthroughs 

are Making Patients’ and 

Dentists’ Lives Better
Pulp capping is not a new technique, but newer materials have 

paved the way to greater effi ciency and value for both the clini-

cian and the patient. What tips can dentists employ to achieve 

the most effective results? This e-book discusses how proper 

technique combined with new pulp capping materials can help 

create excellent results for the patient and the dentist. Read 

more: http://bit.ly/ThreeWaysPulp

[ STRATASYS]

THREE WAYS A

3D PRINTER 

CAN

IMPROVE YOUR

DENTAL 

IMPLANT

WORKFLOW
The smoothest, easiest, most headache-free 

workfl ow is all digital, and 3D printing only enhances 

the process. It starts with an intraoral scan at the 

clinician’s offi ce and makes the process simpler for 

doctors and labs while being more comfortable for the 

patient. Read more: http://bit.ly/StratasysEbook

http://bit.ly/ThreeWaysPulp
http://bit.ly/3Mebook
http://bit.ly/formlabsebook
http://bit.ly/NewCements
http://bit.ly/StratasysEbook
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/


GOSOLEA@CONVERGENTDENTAL.COM  |  844.GOSOLEA

Patients 
love Solea
dentists.

Patients’ and dentists’ love of Solea® keeps on growing.  As the #1-selling, all-tissue 

laser, Solea delivers reliably anesthesia-free, blood-free, suture-free, and pain-

free procedures. It helps eliminate three major fears patients have when going 

to the dentist – noise, needle, and numbness. Patients love the experience and 

so will you because Solea is changing what it means to go to the dentist.

YANKEE DENTAL CONGRESS  |  JANUARY 25-27� 2018   |  BOOTH #1035
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These free checklists bring education and expertise straight 

from the experts to your computer screen.
WEBINARS5MOST-VIEWED 

CHECKLISTS

[ CARESTREAM DENTAL ]

4 ways digital impressions 

revolutionize your 

restorative workfl ow
Digital impressions are accurate, effi cient, 

and provide a complete view of the mouth. 

Want to learn more about digital scans? Keep 

this checklist handy. Read more: http://bit.ly/

RestorativeRevolution

[PULPDENT ]

3 reasons why the best 

restoration is bioactive
Bioactive materials are strong, esthetic and positively 

impact oral health. In this checklist, you’ll review how 

bioactive materials are friendly to tissue and saliva, 

support the natural remineralization process, and 

seal against microleakage and secondary caries. 

Read more: http://bit.ly/3ReasonsBioactive

[ PULPDENT ]

3 breakthroughs in 

cement technology
Don’t be content with cements that promise only 

to “do no harm.” New breakthroughs in bioactive 

cement technology streamline workfl ows and pro-

vide lasting results, while also playing a dynamic role 

in your patients’ oral health. In this checklist, you’ll 

examine how bioactive materials support remineral-

ization, streamline inventory management, simplify 

clinical techniques and provide durable results. Read 

more: http://bit.ly/CementTechnology

[ STRATASYS ]

5 reasons 3D printers are 

excellent for model making
3D printing is changing  dentistry for the better. 

Here’s why the technology will help you create 

better models with less time, cost and aggrava-

tion. Read more: http://bit.ly/3DPrintersModel

[ KAVO]

Top tips to consider when 

purchasing a treatment unit
Selecting the wrong treatment unit can inconvenience 

staff and patients alike. How can you ensure you’re 

buying the right equipment for your practice? Take a 

look at 10 tips you should consider to help you choose 

a unit that will minimize repair and replacement costs, 

increase productivity and profi t, improve patient com-

fort, and intergrate with your practice’s workfl ow and 

style. Read more: http://bit.ly/TopTipsTreatment

http://bit.ly/3ReasonsBioactive
http://bit.ly/
http://bit.ly/CementTechnology
http://bit.ly/3DPrintersModel
http://bit.ly/TopTipsTreatment
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/


You can take it from here.

Introducing KaVo ELECTROmatic™  

so reliable and easy to use, we’re confident

The NEW KaVo ELECTROmatic systems, available in 3 different models. The ELECTROmatic Premium ultimate all-in-one  

device features a 4.3” color touch screen with intuitive handling and integrated endo function in addition to the following features: 

 

KaVo trusted quality 
 

One and two motor options 

The first dual-motor electric retrofit system in North America 
  

Intuitive user interface

Preprogrammed with over 20 endo file systems

Powerful and quiet performance

kavokerr.com  |  866-KAVO-KERR 

Start your free trial try.kavo.com/electrics
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ELECTROmatic™ ELECTROmatic™ Plus   ELECTROmatic™ Premium ELECTROmatic™ Premium
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3Shape TRIOS 3 wireless 
intraoral scanner demo
Go to http://bit.ly/TRIOS3Wireless

Understanding Nobel Biocare’s new 
one-day, full-arch restorative concept
Go to http://bit.ly/NobelBiocareTrefoil

Ivoclar Vivadent shows off new 
dental milling machine

Go to http://bit.ly/PrograMillOne

Dozens of new products were announced at IDS 2017 in Germany, 

and one that caught many people’s attention was the TRIOS 3 

Wireless from 3Shape. In this demo video, a 3Shape representa-

tive showcases the fl exibility afforded by the intraoral scanner. 

Full-mouth scans, including occlusion, can be done in under a 

minute to help increase practice productivity and provide same-

day dentistry. 

Martin Gerlach, senior global product manager implants at Nobel 

Biocare, demonstrates the mechanics behind the new Trefoil con-

cept for the edentulous mandible in this video. Spotlighted at IDS 

2017, the Trefoil concept fi ts a prefabricated framework over three 

implants to create a fi xed, fi nal, full-arch restoration. It’s expected 

to be available in the U.S. in 2018. 

Ivoclar Vivadent announced four new mills at IDS 2017, 

including the PrograMill One. This chairside mill is reported-

ly’s the world’s smallest fi ve-axis machine. The workpiece 

rotates around the tool, ensuring that the tool never leaves 

the block, thus leading to shorter milling times. In this 

video, Dr. Sascha Cramer von Clausbruch, director product 

management CAD/CAM equipment at Ivoclar Vivadent, 

showcases the features of the new PrograMill One.

Checking out the 3Shape X1 
4-in-1 imaging machine

Go to http://bit.ly/3ShapeX1

This demo video live from the fl oor at IDS 2017 highlights 

the features of the 3Shape X1 4-in-1 imaging machine. The 

four-in-one scanner combines CBCT, panoramic, ceph and 

face scans in one system while promising a lower dose of 

radiation. In just about a minute, the machine takes a full 

face scan, instantly creating a detailed, realistic and clear 

3D image. 

MOST-VIEWED VIDEOS

The BEGO Varseo S 3D printer on display
Go to http://bit.ly/BEGOVarseoS

From IDS 2017, Andreas Röthig, key account manager for BEGO, talks about the Varseo S 3D printer, 

which now allows for open STL fi les. The Varseo S building plate is about 30-percent larger than the 

previous model, enabling it to print more objects simultaneously, yet the housing is about 40-percent 

smaller. The printer also includes a new light-curing unit, the BEGO Otofl ash, which quickly cures 

VarseoWax resins. 

These videos generated the most views over the 
last year. To make sure you never miss a video, 
subscribe to DPR’s YouTube channel. 

VIDEOS
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T h e  F i r e f l y ®  t o o t h b r u s h  t e a c h e s  k i d s  p r o p e r  o r a l  c a r e

w h i l e  t h e y  h a v e  f u n  b r u s h i n g  t h e i r  t e e t h .  i t  f l a s h e s  f o r  6 0  s e c o n d s ,
s o  k i d s  k n o w  h o w  l o n g  t o  b r u s h * .  k i d s  c o m p l y  w i t h  f i r e f l y ® !

# 1  S e l l i n g  k i d s  t o o t h b r u s h  i n  a m e r i c a **

Kids just love it when their local dentists hand

them a sample. Call to place your order now.

Great for treasure chests or for hygiene clinics!

To order call 888-DRFRESh or visit www.drfresh.com

Dr. Fresh®, LLC. 2017 © FireFly®

Available at
Target,  Walmart, 

K-Mart, CVS,Walgreens

Dr. Fresh, LLC
Dental & International Sales

www. drfreshdental.com

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 72

http://www.drfreshdental.com
http://www.drfresh.com


UBM Medica isn’t the first publisher to figure out the close alliances making dental care possible. 

But we’re the only publisher to bring them into one network.

And what if it knew what media 

you needed for your job?

Digital equals connection. You don’t 

work outside of modern workflows.

Neither do we. So we created 

DPR’s Modern Dental Network.

6 channels: the chair, the tools, 

the back office, the lab and more. 

P 

Your team asked. We answered.

Let’s enjoy DPR’s Modern Dental Network together.

www.moderndentalnetwork.com

What if an online network gave you the 

complete picture of dentistry?

http://www.moderndentalnetwork.com
http://practicemanagement.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/hygiene
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/lab
http://www.ubm.com/
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://www.moderndentalnetwork.com


PROFESSIONAL SERVICES GUIDE

2017  PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICES GUIDE

Find the right expert to help 
guide you on the path to 
a better fi nancial future

 XXXX / SHUTTERSTOCK.COM
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES GUIDE

Y
ou went to school and honed your craft to 

become a dentist, not an accountant or a 

fi nancial authority or a tax-law specialist. 

Your strengths lie in dentistry — which is why 

patients come to you  when they have dental prob-

lems or want to improve their oral health. 

So, when it comes to fi nancials, why shouldn’t 

you continue to play to your strengths, and let 

someone else play to theirs? Consulting a fi nan-

cial advisor or consultant could pay big dividends 

to your practice and fi nancial health — and make 

your life a whole lot easier. The last thing you’d 

want to see is a patient performing their own 

tooth extraction, so why would you put yourself 

through comparable (metaphorical) pain by 

struggling blindly through fi nancial issues you 

aren’t trained to deal with?

To help you out, every year we feature a listing 

of fi nancial advisors from around the nation who 

offer their services and can help you plan for your 

fi nancial future. We hope this list can serve as 

an informational jumping-off point to help you 

connect with a professional who can assist you in 

taking charge of your fi nances. 

We wish you good luck on the next step of your 

fi nancial journey! 

Working with a fi nancial advisor who can guide 
you through the ins and outs of fi nances could be 
incredibly benefi cial for you and your dental practice.

Why having a fi nancial 
advisor is a good idea

   AAMS® 
ACCREDITED ASSET MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST
This designation is awarded by the College for Financial 

Planning to investment professionals who complete its 

12-module AAMS® Professional Education Program, pass 

an examination, commit to a code of ethics and agree to 

pursue continuing education.

   AEP 
ACCREDITED ESTATE PLANNER
The AEP designation is awarded by the National Association 

of Estate Planners & Councils to estate planners who have 

completed two graduate-level courses administered by The 

American College, meet specifi c professional requirements 

and who practice as one of the following: Attorney, CPA, 

trust offi cer, CLU, CFP® certifi cant or ChFC.

   AIF® 
ACCREDITED INVESTMENT FIDUCIARY
This designation represents a thorough knowledge of, and 

ability to apply, fi duciary practices. AIF designees have a 

reputation in the industry for the ability to implement a pru-

dent process into their own investment practices, as well as 

being able to assist others in implementing proper policies 

and procedures.

   AIFA®

ACCREDITED INVESTMENT FIDUCIARY ANALYST®

AIFA designees’ primary function is to perform, or assist 

in, assessments of an investment steward’s, adviser’s or 

manager’s conformance to a Global Fiduciary Standard of 

Excellence using fi 360’s ISO-like procedure of assessment. 

AIFA designees possess the ability and knowledge to advise 

clients of defi ciencies in investment processes.

   ATA 
ACCREDITED TAX ADVISOR
Issuing Organization-Accreditation Council for Accountancy 

and Taxation. Five years’ experience in tax preparation, 

compliance, tax planning and consulting, of which 40 per-

cent must be in tax planning and consulting.

   CDFA 
CERTIFIED DIVORCE FINANCIAL ANALYST
A CDFA is an expert in the unique fi nancial circumstances 

that surround a divorce. The professional training for the 

certifi cation is focused on understanding and estimating the 

long-term costs of a divorce because divorce settlements 

can impact a person’s fi nancial picture for a very long time. 

   CEBS 
CERTIFIED EMPLOYEE BENEFIT SPECIALIST
The Certifi ed Employee Benefi t Specialist program is an 

eight-course curriculum covering an entire spectrum of 

employee benefi ts. It is designed to help individuals develop 

a comprehensive understanding of compensation and 

employee benefi t principles and concepts.

WHAT DO CREDENTIALS, C 

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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ERTIFICATIONS AND DEGREES MEAN

   CEPA 
CERTIFIED EXIT PLANNING ADVISOR
Advisors holding this designation must have met the fol-

lowing requirements: Five years of full-time or equivalent 

experience working directly with business owners as a 

fi nancial advisor, attorney, CPA, business broker, invest-

ment banker, commercial lender, estate planner, insur-

ance professional, business consultant or in a related 

capacity; undergraduate degree from an accredited U.S. 

college or university or international equivalent and be an 

Exit Planning Institute member in good standing. 

   CFA
CHARTERED FINANCIAL ANALYST
This designation focuses on portfolio management and 

fi nancial analysis for stocks and investing.

   CFP® 
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER
Advisers are knowledgeable about all phases of fi nancial 

planning.

   CFS 
CERTIFIED FUND SPECIALIST
The Institute of Business and Finance (IBF) offers this des-

ignation to fi nancial services professionals who success-

fully complete its 60-hour course, pass a comprehensive 

exam, adhere to the IBF’s code of ethics and complete 

15 hours of continuing education courses each year. 

   CHBC
CERTIFIED HEALTHCARE BUSINESS CONSULTANT
The Certifi ed Healthcare Business Consultant (CHBC) 

designation recognizes individuals who have achieved 

the industry’s highest standards. The requirements for 

certifi cation are based on professional experience and 

a written exam and require continuing education credits 

to stay certifi ed.

   ChFC® 
CHARTERED FINANCIAL CONSULTANT
Agents who wish to specialize in life insurance for 

business or estate-planning purposes have traditionally 

pursued this designation. Financial planning disciplines 

include insurance, income taxation and retirement 

planning.

   CIMA® 

CERTIFIED INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT ANALYST
This signifi es a specialty in client-centered investment 

management experience.

   CLU® 

CHARTERED LICENSED UNDERWRITER
This designation refers to a specialist in life insurance and 

estate planning. 

   CPA
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
A public accountant who has been certifi ed by a state exam-

ining board as having met the state’s legal requirements.

   DDS 
DOCTOR OF DENTAL SURGERY
Doctor of Dental Surgery granted by dental schools.

   EA 
ENROLLED AGENT
Issued by the Internal Revenue Service. Must pass 

a background check to ensure the applicant has not 

engaged in any conduct that would justify the suspension 

of an enrolled agent from practice before the IRS. Candi-

dates become an EA by either of the following paths: Pass 

a written exam or have accepted IRS experience.

   JD 
JURIS DOCTORATE

A designation that signifi es expertise in the fi eld of law.   

   MBA 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
This post-graduate degree can benefi t individuals in posi-

tions in business and management.

   MD 
DOCTOR OF MEDICINE
A doctoral degree for physicians that is granted by medical 

schools.

   MSFA 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Master of Science in Financial Analysis provides a unique 

combination of academic rigor and practical expertise. 

This graduate program integrates the rigorous quantitative 

training required by the fi nancial profession with solid 

grounding in the ethical behavior that underpins fi nancial 

markets and transactions.

   MSFP 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCIAL PLANNING
The Masters of Science in Financial Planning program 

teaches students to help individuals achieve their fi nancial 

goals through proper planning and wealth management. 

Moreover, the program stresses ethical responsibility as a 

critical part of the fi nancial planning profession.

   MSFS
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCIAL SERVICES
The Master of Science in Financial Services program 

includes practical case studies and client/practitioner sce-

narios so you can immediately address your clients’ needs 

with expertise and confi dence.

  PFS 
PERSONAL FINANCIAL SPECIALIST
This designation is reserved for CPAs who have additional 

fi nancial planning expertise.

   PPC™ 
PROFESSIONAL PLAN CONSULTANT
The PPC designation signifi es an ability to employ best prac-

tices that help plan sponsors run successful and compliant 

practices and is awarded to those who complete a curricu-

lum based on ERISA regulations and industry best practices 

as it pertains to the management of a qualifi ed plan.

  RHU® 
REGISTERED HEALTH UNDERWRITER
The RHU designation signifi es that an individual working 

in this fi eld has attained comprehensive knowledge of the 

following subject matter: Managed care plans; individual and 

group medical, disability income; long-term care insurance; 

group dental and voluntary benefi t plans; COBRA, ERISA 

and HIPAA; cafeteria plans; and Medicare and Medicaid.

Financial Planning Association (FPA) 
www.fpanet.org. FPA has 96 chapters 
throughout the United States representing more 
than 25,000 members who are involved in all 
facets of providing fi nancial planning services.

The National Association of Personal Financial 
Advisors (NAPFA) www.napfa.org. Dedicated 
to the advancement of fee-only comprehensive 
fi nancial planning.

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS YOU CAN TURN TO:

AICPA American Institute of Certifi ed Public 
Accountants

CFA Institute

FFP Foundation for Financial Planning

FPA Financial Planning Association 

FSI Financial Services Institute 

IAA Investment Adviser Association

IARFC International Association of Registered 
Financial Consultants 

ICFA Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts

IMCA Investment Management Consultants 
Association

MDRT Million Dollar Round Table

NAEA- National Association of Enrolled Agents

NAIFA National Association of Insurance and 
Financial Advisors

NAPFA National Association of Personal Financial 
Advisors

NATP National Association of Tax Professionals

NSCHBC National Society of Certifi ed Healthcare 
Business Consultants

RIIA Retirement Income Industry Association

SFSP Society for Financial Service Professionals

WHERE TO GET HELP

http://www.fpanet.org
http://www.napfa.org
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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Listing Name Firm City & Contact Info
Credentials, 
Certifi cations and 
Degrees

Minimum 
Portfolio

Association(s)
Assets 
Managed

Yrs Exp
Fee and/or 
Commission 
Based

Alabama

Jason Dyken

Dyken Wealth Strategies
Gulf Shores • www.dykenwealthstrategies.com

jason@dykenwealthstrategies.com • 251-955-2827
AIF®, MBA, MD $250K  17

Fee Based, 

Commission 

Based

California

Robert Kaplan

Encino • www.KaplanFinancial.net

robert@kaplanfi nancial.net • 818-783-6620
CFP® $100K $125M+ 25 Fee Based

Delaware

Michael Joseph 

Sicuranza

Wilmington • www.affi nitywealth.com

msicuranza@affi nitywealth.com • 302-652-6767
AEP, CFP® $750K $91M 22 Fee Based

Florida

Timothy McIntosh

Clearwater • http://pvgassetmanagement.com

tmcintosh@pvgasset.com • 727-898-7700
CFP®, MBA $500K $475M 19 Fee Based

Lynn Chen-Zhang

Naples • zhangfi nancial.com • lynn.chenzhang@zhangfi nancial.com

239-325-1826 and 888-777-0126
CFP®, CPA, MBA $1M NAPFA, AICPA $2.6B+ 26 Fee Only

Iowa

Reed Rinderknecht

West Des Moines • www.fostergrp.com/medical

reedr@fostergrp.com • 515-226-9000
CFP® Flexible FPA  20 Fee Only

Illinois

Michael Edward 

Leonetti

Leonetti & Associates, LLC
Buffalo Grove • www.leonettiassoc.com

mleonetti@leonettiassoc.com • 847-520-0999
AIF®, CFP®, CFS $200K FPA, NAPFA, IMCA $700M 35 Fee Only

Ronald J.

Paprocki

Chicago • www.mediqus.com

paprocki@mediqus.com • 312-419-3733
CFP®, CHBC, JD

Flexible-

$500K
FPA $850M 35 Fee Based

Brent R. Brodeski

Savant Capital Management
Rockford • www.savantcapital.com

bbrodeski@savantcapital.com • 815-227-0300
CFA®, CFP®, CPA $500K $5.5B 30 Fee Only

Louisiana

H. Jude Boudreaux

New Orleans • www.theplanningcenter.com

jude@theplanningcenter.com • 504-717-4862
CFP® Flexible FPA, NAPFA $ 650M 17 Fee Only

T. Craig Lewis, III

Shreveport • http://www.lewisfi nancialgroup.com

craiglewis@lewisfi nancialgroup.com • 318-797-0447
CFP®, CPA $100K AICPA  31+

Fee Based, 

Commission 

Based

A  F e e - O n l y  We a l t h  M a n a g e m e n t  G r o u p
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mailto:tmcintosh@pvgasset.com
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mailto:reedr@fostergrp.com
http://www.leonettiassoc.com
mailto:mleonetti@leonettiassoc.com
http://www.mediqus.com
mailto:paprocki@mediqus.com
http://www.savantcapital.com
mailto:bbrodeski@savantcapital.com
http://www.theplanningcenter.com
mailto:jude@theplanningcenter.com
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Listing Name Firm City & Contact Info
Credentials, 
Certifi cations and 
Degrees

Minimum 
Portfolio

Association(s)
Assets 
Managed

Yrs Exp
Fee and/or 
Commission 
Based

Michigan

Charles Zhang

Portage • www.zhangfi nancial.com

charles.zhang@zhangfi nancial.com • 269-385-5888 

CFP®, ChFC®, 

CLU®, MBA
$500K NAPFA $2.6B 26 Fee only

New Jersey

Howard Hook

Princeton • http://www.eksassoc.com

hhook@eksassociates.com • 609-921-1016
CFP®,CPA

No 

Minimum
FPA $82M 30 No Minimum

Pennsylvania

Donald L. DeMuth

Mighty Oak Strong America 

Investment Company

Mechanicsburg • INVESTWITHMOSAIC.com

don.mosaic@comcast.net • 717-790-9001

CFA®, CHBC, CPA, 

MBA, PFS
$100K

NAPFA, AICPA, CFA 

Institute, NSCHBC
$130M 15+ Fee Only

Louis P.

Stanasolovich

Pittsburgh • www.legend-fi nancial.com

legend@legend-fi nancial.com • 412-635-9210
CFP® Flexible FPA, NAPFA $300M 35 Fee Only

James J. Holtzman 

Pittsburgh • www.legend-fi nancial.com

legend@legend-fi nancial.com • 412-635-9210
CFP® Flexible FPA $300M 19 Fee Only

Diane M. Pearson

Pittsburgh • www.legend-fi nancial.com

legend@legend-fi nancial.com • 412-635-9210
CFP® Flexible FPA, NAPFA $300M 28 Fee Only

South Carolina

Nicholas C. Pavia

Commonwealth Financial 

Group

Charleson • www.commonwealthfg.com

nick.pavia@commonwealthfg.com • 843-884-4545
Flexible FPA, MDRT $50M 12 Fee Based

Tennessee

William B. Howard Jr

William Howard & Co. Financial 

Advisors Inc.

Memphis • www.whcfa.com

whoward@whcfa.com • 901-761-5068
CFP®, ChFC® $500K FPA $214M+ 38 Fee Only

Texas

Jimmy Zimmerman

Beaird Harris
Dallas • www.bh-co.com

JimmyZ@bh-co.com • 972-503-1040
AEP, CFP®, CLU® $500K FPA $923M+ 19 Fee Only

Washington

Gregory T. Stapp

Stapp Wealth Management, 

PLLC

Olympia • www.stappfi nancial.com

gstapp@stappfi nancial.com • 360-754-8895
CFP®, CPA, PFS $250K

NAPFA, AICPA, 

NATP
$68M+ 28 Fee only

Dental Products Report 2017 Best Financial Advisers Advertising Supplement is written and published by UBM. (“Publisher”) as a source of information concerning individual fi nancial advisers (“Advisers”), for use by dentists, health care professionals, and the public. The 
information supplied in this Dental Products Report 2017 Best Financial Advisers Advertising Supplement is provided only as a service to its Subscribers. Dental Products Report 2017 Best Financial AdvisersAdvertising Supplement does not contain suffi cient information 
to verify the listed Advisers’ credentials but it does offer the public, dentists, hygiensts, and other health care organizations general information pertaining to the listed Advisers. Adviser data contained in the Dental Products Report 2017 Best Financial Advisers Advertising 
Supplement is self-reported by each Adviser. Publisher has attempted to confi rm with certain regulatory authorities that no disciplinary actions or proceedings against the Advisers in this Dental Products Report 2017 Best Financial Advisers Advertising Supplement were 
active, recorded or pending at the time of publication. References to any specifi c Adviser in this Dental Products Report 2017 Best Financial Advisers Advertising Supplement does not imply or constitute an endorsement, recommendation, or favoring of such Adviser by the 
Publisher or any of its affi liates. The Publisher does not warrant the completeness or accuracy of any information, product, service, or process referred to in this Dental Products Report 2017 Best Financial Advisers Advertising Supplement, nor does the Publisher assume any 
liability stemming from the use of any information contained therein.
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F I N A N C I A L  S E R V I C E S

D E N T U R E S

866-481-4604
ENROLL NOW - CALL A SPECIALIST TODAY!

www.nynab.com
©2017 North American Bancard is a registered ISO of Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., Concord, CA, and The Bancorp Bank, Philadelphia, PA.  
American Express may require separate approval. * Durbin regulated Check Card percentage rate. A per transaction fee will also apply. 
**Some restrictions apply. This advertisement is sponsored by an ISO of North American Bancard. Apple Pay is a trademark of Apple Inc. 

.05%

WHOLESALE RATES
INTERCHANGE % RATES AS LOW AS

*

PROCESS CREDIT CARDS 
ON YOUR SMARTPHONE

• FREE Placement, Credit Card Terminal
 Wireless / Land Line / High Speed / Dial-Up

• Easy Setup - Quick Approval

• Integrate with your current POS

• Free Paper**

• No set-up fee

• Check Services Available

• NAB will reimburse your business up to $295** 
 if you have an early termination fee with your current processor

NEXT DAY FUNDING AVAILABLE

BECOME EMV READY

NFC & EMV ENABLED

FREE
TERMINAL & 

PIN PAD or

WIRELESS 

TERMINAL

WIFI
TABLET

TERMINAL

REDUCE YOUR CREDIT CARD
PROCESSING FEES

 

An innovative product developed at Rigo Dental Lab combining a gum colored flexible framework with acrylic saddles  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

®

DENTISTS ARE TALKING ABOUT… 

 

• Flexible framework replaces traditional metal frameworks  

• Acrylic saddles simplify chair side adjustments and relines 

• Ideal for large cases with few natural teeth 

• Excellent stability • Great aesthetics 

• Minimal palatal coverage  

 

 
“Flexi-Bal partial dentures utilize flexible nylon dental technology with traditional acrylic bases onto which denture teeth are 

attached. This innovative combination results in a comfortable, esthetic appliance which is also durable and easy to adjust, 

polish, replace or add teeth and reline, making it very suitable for immediate placement after extractions. The flexibility and 

fit is outstanding and patients report that these partials are very comfortable and easy to snap into place. Based on my clinical 

success with Flexi-Bal partials over the last three years, I confidently recommend this as the restoration of choice for my 

partially endentulous patients.”                                                                             -Dr. Steven J. DeVito, DMD/ North Bergen, NJ 

Flexi-Bal is only available at Rigo Dental Lab! 

 Mention this ad and receive $35 off your first Flexi-Bal order 

Call 855-881-8555 

www.flexi-bal.com  

www.rigodental.com 

855-881-8555 

 

PRODUCTS + SERVICES SHOWCASEGo to:   dentalproductsreport.com/Products

http://www.nynab.com
http://www.flexi-bal.com
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H A N D P I E C E S

L A B  S E R V I C E S

10642 Lower Azusa Rd., #E, El Monte, CA 91731

888-609-2622
www.OneStopDentalStudio.com

A bad dental lab

can take your focus

away from patients. 

Good thing

we’re here

for you.

Denture &

Partial Specials!

Complete Denture 

Metal Partial Denture 

TCS flexible 

Night Guard Hard/Soft/Combo

Hawley Retainer 

Titanium

Metal Partial

Ultra lightweight 

Ultra strong

Bio compatible

$299.99 per arch

Full Service Dental Lab, please call for our crown specials. 

 I M A G I N G  A C C E S S O R I E S

ADVERTISE NOW!

We have one of the largest MARKETPLACE 

sections in the industry. With our online 

opportunities, we open up unlimited potential.

Call Renee Schuster for advertising information at

800.225.4569 x 2613

PRODUCTS + SERVICES SHOWCASEGo to:   dentalproductsreport.com/Products

http://www.OneStopDentalStudio.com
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/products
https://www.suremark.com/
http://www.OneStopDentalStudio.com
http://billsfordrills.com/
http://billsfordrills.com/
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M A G N I F I C A T I O N

Loupes.come

Ordering Custom 

Loupes Has Never Been 

Easier!

• We find your pupillary 
     distance - just send us a selfie!

• Made with frames you love 
from NikeTM, OakleyTM, and 
Rudy ProjectTM

• Premium optics

• Highest quality product for a 
fraction of competitors cost

10 % OFF
 

When you use the 
code

 ELOUPES4ME
at checkout

Expires 1/31/18

“The image quality is outstanding. These loupes 

have a better depth of field than my previous 

ones.  I shopped around and saved 30% on these 

loupes”   Dr. Eric Lowry, DDS

“My eLoupes are clearer, lighter, and more 

  comfortable”  Dr. Chad Roskelly, DDS 

Loupes.come
(208) 991-3893  

OakleyTM is a registered trademark of Oakley, Inc., and Flak JacketTM and Flak Jacket XLJTM are registered trademarks of Oakley, Inc. 
NikeTM is a registered trademark of Nike, Inc., and Rudy ProjectTM is a registered trademark of Rudy Project SRL. Epic Loupes, LLC is not 
an authorized dealer of Oakley, Inc., Nike, Inc., Rudy Project SRL, or Rudy Project North America, L.P. Epic Loupes, LLC is not endorsed, 
sponsored, or supported by Oakley, Inc., Nike, Inc. or Rudy Project.

L A B  S E R V I C E S

833-234-2411
digitaldentalstudiousa.com

info@digitaldentalstudiousa.com

WE OFFER 99% OF ALL PRODUCTS.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Special promotion 
Full service Dental Lab ask for our denture specials

.BEF�JO�UIF�64"�t�45-�m�MFT�XFMDPNFE�t�-JNJUFE�UJNF�PGGFS

-BZFSFE�[JSDPOJB�X�QPSD�� ��� per unit

F�NBY�$"%�� ��� per unit

7FOFFST�QSFQ�OPO�QSFQ� ��� per unit

-BWB�X�QPSD�� ��� per unit

5JUBOJVN�X�QPSD�� ����unit

1'.�OPO�QSFDJPVT� ����per unit

SOLID FULL
CONTOUR ZIRCONIA

��� PER UNIT

PRODUCTS + SERVICES SHOWCASEGo to:   dentalproductsreport.com/Products

mailto:info@digitaldentalstudiousa.com
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/products
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http://eloupes.com/
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Leverage branded content from Dental Products Report to create a more 

powerful and sophisticated statement about your product, service, or 

company in your next marketing campaign. Contact Wright’s Media to fi nd 

out more about how we can customize your acknowledgements and 

recognitions to enhance your marketing strategies.

Content Licensing for Every 

Marketing Strategy

For information, call Wright’s Media at 877.652.5295 

or visit our website at www.wrightsmedia.com

Marketing solutions fi t for:

Outdoor | Direct Mail | Print Advertising

Tradeshow/POP Displays | Social Media | Radio & TV

You can now order online 24/7 and view

our catalog through our website

www.superiorupholstery.com

Upholstery

Kits starting

at $575!

Standard Asepsis Style
(ADEC 1005)

Plush Style

(ADEC 1040)

Custom Replacement Kits

Relaxor Massage System

Memory Foam � UltraLeather

We can make
your Dental
Chairs look
brand new!

1-888-548-7282

Call u
s Toll-F

ree!

U P H O L S T E R Y
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O R A L  C A R E

Visit OraBrite.net for everything you need
to keep their mouth healthy and smiling.

https://orabrite.net/Senior-Care-Mobile-dental 

OraBrite is a registered trademark of OraLine, Inc.

Call us at 888-296-6730 today!
Gum Disease increases risk of Heart Disease & Stroke

Mouth germs

are more likely

to enter the

blood stream

if Gum Disease

is present.

Perio Post-Op Toothbrush

Item # ORA40811BP 72 per case

Sensitive Toothpaste
Mint Flavor

Item # ORA44201 144 per case

Interdental Cleaners

Item # ORA20049 72 per case

PRODUCTS + SERVICES SHOWCASEGo to:   dentalproductsreport.com/Products

http://www.wrightsmedia.com
http://www.superiorupholstery.com
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New Partnerships Mean More 

Tech Options, Opportunities

There’s no question that technology is everywhere. It 

is a major part of our personal and work lives — and it is 

certainly an important component of the dental practice. 

While technology is so pervasive, adding new technol-

ogy to the practice can be daunting. Practices consider-

ing adding new equipment — or expanding what they 

already have — can get help to make a wise, informed 

decision.

Patterson Dental has enjoyed a two-decades-long 

relationship with Sirona and their CEREC chairside 

system. And now, while still maintaining that asso-

ciation, they’ve broadened their off erings to include 

partnerships with other manufacturers and helping 

practices get into the CAD/CAM workfl ow.

What factors come into play when 

selecting new technology?

The most intimidating part of choosing new equip-

ment is cutting through all the tech specs and fi gur-

ing out what the practice needs. Patterson can help 

decipher all the options.

“The best way to get started is by setting up an 

appointment with one of our knowledgeable CAD/

CAM specialists,” says Nicholas Abruzzo, director of 

marketing, Patterson Dental. “From there, they will 

come out to learn the ins and outs of the dental practice 

and how the team operates. They will inquire about 

the future, and ask questions about utilizing dental 

technology to grow your practice. They will deter-

mine what procedures, applications and indications 

you envision from potential technology investments.

“Practices have the opportunity to invest in tech-

nology, but keep it as simple as digital impressioning 

to be sent off  to the lab,” he continues, “or they can 

take advantage of the fully integrated, comprehensive 

solution through digital impressioning, designing, in-

house milling, in-house printing of surgical guides 

and night guards, implant integration and much more. 

Our CAD/CAM specialists will help you determine 

which solution is best for your practice, giving you 

confi dence in your technology investments.”

Will my equipment become obsolete?

Technology evolves rapidly, which can be another 

source of anxiety for doctors. Will the thousands of 

dollars spent on a CAD/CAM solution today be obso-

lete in a few years?

“When it comes to CAD/CAM technology, you’re 

investing in a completely new way of practicing den-

tistry. As for updates, almost all of the CAD/CAM 

manufacturers out there have done a nice job of tran-

sitioning customers onto a newer system,” Abruzzo 

says. “They typically introduce upgrade programs in 

which they give you value back for the product that you 

bought in the past. In other dental equipment catego-

ries, these options aren’t available.  Essentially, our 

manufacturers have built a form of future-proofi ng 

into their off erings so you can rest assured that your 

investment will not become outdated.

“We always try to reinforce the message that you 

invest in technology to make you productive today,” 

he continues. “Will there be new bells and whistles 

that will potentially come out down the line? Yes, but if 

you’re making the decision based on the productivity 

and effi  ciencies they can give you today, you’ll always 

be in a good spot.”

In most cases, those improvements and enhance-

ments will be added to systems without any hassle.

“The majority of upgrades that have been intro-

duced over the years have been software-driven,” 

Abruzzo says. “All of these manufacturers have pro-

grams to ensure you’re always current with latest soft-

ware. And, as new software-related features come out, 

everyone has access to them. We fi nd that, typically, 

once a year with most of the CAD/CAM manufactur-

ers, there’s a signifi cant software upgrade that opens 

up new features to use for the technology.”

Expanded partnerships

Patterson Dental has recently extended their exclu-

sive partnership agreement with Sirona to include new 

vendors with additional options.

“We’ve expanded our portfolio quite a bit on the tech-

nology side,” Abruzzo says. “We’ve brought on DEXIS 

and i-CAT, part of the KaVo Kerr Group, on the cone-

beam, panoramic imaging side and the intraoral sensor 

side. We’ve also started working with iTero, which is part 

of Align, the company that produces Invisalign. We’ve 

partnered with 3Shape, and we’ve also started working 

with 3M on the technology side of things for their digital 

scanning solutions.”

Patterson’s new partnerships seek to expand on its 

existing relationship with Sirona. 

“We are still working with Sirona,” Abruzzo says. 

“Obviously, it’s still going to be a big part of what we 

do and a big part of our focus. We’re really excited 

that we’re now off ering a diverse portfolio of off erings 

at multiple price points with different features and 

expandabilities.”

Growing your CAD/CAM options

Technology for the dental practice is not a one-size-

fi ts-all aff air. Practices have varying needs, singular 

levels of interest and a huge range in budgets. With 

Patterson’s expanded partnerships, those options can 

be fully explored.

“It all depends on how comprehensive you want to 

be with the technology and what your vision is for your 

practice,” Abruzzo says. “You can get in with an entry-

level CAD/CAM system for around $17,000 or you can 

go all-in with a fully integrated, comprehensive system 

for $140,000. There’s also a wide spectrum in between 

there. We’ve broken the components down into: your 

scanner, your software, your potential to practice 

3D printing or perhaps utilize a furnace to fi nish the 

materials.

“There are a lot of options,” he continues. “The 

nice thing is that you can start small or you can start 

all at once. That’s really what our people have been 

trained to do — to help you fi gure out where you are in 

the process, where you want to be and what the right 

way is to start for your practice.”

Getting started

Patterson’s new partnerships make adding technol-

ogy to the dental practice easier than ever.

“We’re very confi dent in our new partners and the 

opportunities they present,” Abruzzo says. “We are 

excited to have a portfolio covering segments of the 

market where customers can begin their digital jour-

ney. We feel very strongly that the infrastructure we 

put together over the last 20 years, supporting CAD/

CAM, is going to serve our customers exceptionally 

well with our new portfolio, and we can’t wait to see 

what the future holds.”

Patterson’s new partnerships make adding technology easier than ever. 

https://www.pattersondental.com/
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•  

  

  

  Due to its low polyether-like contact angle of less than 10° V-Posil’s  

UWRGTKQT�J[FTQRJKNKEKV[�FKURNCEGU�ƃWKFU�
UCNKXC��DNQQF��GVE���ETGCVKPI�CP� 

enhanced contact to the dental anatomy – yielding more precise impressions

•  Exceptional tear strength and elastic recovery ensures dimensional  

accuracy of the impression during and after removal

Call 1-888-658-2584

MAXIMUM PRECISION  

IN UP TO 30% LESS CHAIR TIME

SHORT
SETTING 
TIME

OPTIMAL
WORKING

TIME

 V-Posil    
Time Optimized  

VPS Impression System

Up to 2-minutes of adjustable working time gives control  

over the pace of the procedure, while the abbreviated 2-minute  

thermo-activated set time, saves time and improves patient comfort

• The rapid snap set reduces the time in the critical zone by up  

to 50% minimizing potential distortion due to human error  

resulting in less re-takes

• Heavy Soft Fast material offers an optimal viscosity to load the tray  

but remains soft enough after it sets for easy removal from the mouth

•

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 75
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Here’s what you’ll see EXPOSED in this FREE REPORT & CD...
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NEWS FLASH: Leading Corporate Dental Company CEO Calls 

Independent / Solo Dentists ‘Knuckle Draggers’

The Corporate Takeover of Dentistry EXPOSED!
“Free Report Reveals How To STOP The Corporate Dental Giants From 

Stealing ALL Your Best Patients (they are implementing a nationwide 

plan RIGHT NOW to do just that) and KILLING Your Practice”p

Exclusive FREE REPORT reveals the TRUE intent of the 

corporate giants gobbling up independent practices… The 

REAL threat they pose that not one dentist in 1000 is ready 

for… If you don’t want to end up being a $100k employee 

and don’t want your family to require a DRAMATIC 

downsize You MUST read this FREE report…

________________________________________________
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________________________________________________
City     State   Zip
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NEWLY UPDATED REPORT: 
There are only 50  37 copies 

of this REPORT & CD  
available.  

Claim yours now.

Get INSTANT ACCESS 

to Your Report 

By Entering Email 

Here
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The Corporate Takeover of 
Dentistry Exposed!

Read what people are saying!
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NQRZ��<RX�1(('�WKLV�WUDLQLQJ�LI�\RX�ZDQW�WR�VWDQG�

D�FKDQFH�DQG�VWD\�LQ�EXVLQHVV�´

-Eric Compton, DDS, Munster, IN
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ORVH�DQ\�VOHHS��$V�VRRQ�DV�,�GLVFRYHUHG�WKLV�

WRRO��,�VWRSSHG�ZRUU\LQJ�EHFDXVH�,�NQHZ�WKDW�

ERWK�P\�SUDFWLFH�DQG�,�DUH������SURWHFWHG�´

-Kevin Flood, DDS, Grand Rapids, MI

0DLO�7KLV

NEW & IMPROVED! 
“How To STOP The 

Corporate Dental Giants 

From Stealing ALL Your 

Best Patients and KILLING 

Your Practice!”
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